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SECTION IV 

NARRATIVE OF' OPERATION
 
(See Map;: Progress of Attack)
 

!•- FROM 0900 19 .FSB 45 TO 1800. 19 FEB 45 (D-DAY)
T 

(a) Elements of -TF' 54, reinforced, by elements of TF 58, 
opened fire at- sunrise -in"assigned areas of responsibility. Begin
ning at H-45 all fires were intensified in scheduled series along 
the beaches and on the Division .right flank, concentrating along the 
beaches from H-15 to H-3, thereupon' initiating a rolling barrage for
ward of the assault forces. Shifting progressively 200 yards inland, 
fires were 400 yards from the beach when the first wave landed. 

(b) B-24's of CTF 94 bombed the objective at 0730- From 
H-55 to H-35 support aircraft of CTF 58 and CTG- 52*2 struck the 
flanks and the landing beaches. From H-5 to about H/2 these units 
repeated- their attacks on the flanks -and beaches, strafing inland 
200 yards in advance; of the assault troops. 

(c) After the above" Naval and Air bombardment, the 4th 
Marine Division (Reinforced) landed at 0902 on Beaches Yellow and 
Blue with the mission of seizing 0-1 in its zone of action, and pro
tecting the right (NE) flank of the Corps, then on Corps order seize 
0-2, prepared for further operations to seize the remainder of IWO 
JIMA witliin its zone, in order to assist in securing.;. that Island and 

¦

destroi'lng the enemy there on •''. 

(d) Initial resistance was moderate-but increased in'in
tensity as units advanced inland. No obstacles and only a few land 
mines were encountered on the beaches, but the entire zone of action 
of the^ Division was subjected to heavy artillery, rocket, mortar, 
machine gun and rifle fire throughout the day, causing many casual
ties, particularly along the beaches. The fire from these weapons 
was delivered from commanding ground and from well-concealed, well 
emplaced concrete pillboxes, blockhouses, and caves'.' (c) Inland from Yellow Beaches to AirfieldNo. 1 the ad
vance of troops, and movement of vehicles was impeded by loose volcan
ic sand, abrupt terraces, and;. a generally steep-s lope from the 
water 1 s edge to the rim of AirfieldNo. 1. 

(f) Egress from Blue Beach was similar, and, in -addition, ' 
on.the extreme right of the zone the entire' area of both Blue and 
Yellow beaches was dominated by sheer ..cliffs rising^ above- quarries, 
ne ce §.sii.tating. ha,zardoaja enveloprctehts from "fr*13!MflffM^-Jt^fKflMMT'irft 
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OF OPERATION. : 

order to neutralize those heights* 

(&) HOT 25 landed on Yellow Beaches at 0902 with tiro bat
talions abreast, ,1/23 on the left and 2/23 on the right. The attack 
of this Combat Team was of necessity a direct ..frontal assault against 
well-organized positions on commanding ground. At 1655 orders were 
issued to BLT 2/24 to pass through BLT 2/23 in order to seize the 
edge of .the Airfield- The passage of lines in this instance was 
postponed until just prior to darkness because of the initiation of 
an advance by BLT 2/23 to the Airfield. Relief by BLT 2/24 was. com
pleted by t915. 

(h)( h) 'HOT 25 landed on Beach Blue 1 at 0902 with two batta
lions abreast, 1/25 on the left and 3/25 on the right. Because of. 
the restricted beach area (Beabh. Blue 2 being untenable for a land
ing), the right battalion landed in a column of companies. This RCT 
had the difficult mission not only of landing on a narrow front, but 
also of delivering a frontal attack with the left battalion, as the 
right battalion, preparing for the envelopment of the heights, 
executed a turning movement to the right: to secure Beach Blue 2. 

Casualties were excessive^, necessitating the passage 
of reserve battalions of both RCT's through assault units. The 
Commanding C-eneral, not the momentum of the attack,' in order to allay 
ordered two BLT s of the Division Reserve, RCT 24, -to land and to 
support the attack. BLT l/24 landed on Blue Beaches at 1632 and was 
attached 25. 2/24 landed ' and wa.s -attachedto RCT BLT at 1650 to RCT-23 as noted above. RCT 24, less two BLT s , completed landing at 
2030 and assembled in TA1s 165 0 and 166 FG- as Division Reserve. 

(i) 14th Marines. '.1/3,4 in direct support of RCT 25, 
landed and was in position at 1700. 2/14 in direct support of RCT 
23, landed and was in position at 2130- The Artillery Regiment less 
these two battalions remained afloat*. 

(j) Company !fC", in normal attachment,4th Tank Battalion. 
to RCT 23, began landing from LSMr ? on Yellow Beaches at 0940. 
Because of difficulties,at the beach and inland the ;company did not 
complete landing until 1300* Considerable difficulty was experien
ced in negotiating the loose sand; as a result of that and enemy 
fire many tanks became inoperative* Because RCT 23 anticipated the 
need for additional tanks to knock out pillboxes holding up the 

ffß ftadvance, one platoon of Company was attached to Company "C". 

Company "A",, attached, to HCT 25, began landing from 
LSM's on Blue Beaches at 1017.. Although the terrljp| inland from 

/ / these beaches was somewhat more favorable for the/pj!«jfl|jfon* of tanks 
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SECTION IV NARRATIVE OF OPERATION-

than was that of Yellow Beaches, many mines were encountered causing 
delay in the commitment of "the entire company. Because of initial 
losses and slightly more' favorable terrain, Company -'"B*", less one 
platoon, wp.s attached to Company "A" during the afternoon. 

(k) Call fires were delivered by ships assigned to assault 
battalions. VOF planes, employed with organic ship spot planes, aug
mented the search for the location of enemy artillery. Counter-
battery fires against both AA arid artillery positions predominated. 

(l) Although the penetration was not as deep as had been 
planned, the landing was successful. The combination of a well or
ganized and determined defense and extremely rough terrain retarded 
the progress of the attack, but by late afternoon the assault ele
ments had reached the edge of AirfieldNo. 1, and had made consider
able progress towards the capture of the high ground on: the right-

¦flank" (See Map, Progress of Attack). • : 

(m) At 1700 all units were ordered to consolidate positions 
on the most favorable ground, prepared to continue the "attack at 
0830, 20 February, 1945. 

(n) Weather and Visibility; : The weather was fair, visi
bility good, except where impaired by smoke drifting across the 
beaches from the northwest- '. 

£• FROM" 1800. 19 FSB 45 TO 1800. 20 FEB 45 (D PLUS l) 

• "(a) During the night units consolidated positions/estab
lished firm contact and made preparations' for continuing the attack 
the following morning. Contact was maintained with the enemy during 
the night. Allunits received mortar and artillery fire, but other
wise the' night was generally quiet., with no other activity to the . 
front. '3LT 2/24', attached to RCT 23, relieved BLT 2/23 in the line 
at 1915, BLT 2/23 reverting to RCT 23 Reserve. 

(b) Because BLT 3/25 had sustained approximately ,50^ cas
ualties, and because complete relief -over such rugged terrain was 
impracticable, two companl.es of BLT 1/24, which was attached to RCTV

2&, were attached to 8LT.,3/25 in the line at 1845 and 2053 respec
•

tively. '-. . ¦¦ 
-•

¦ • ' .; ¦ 

(c) Assigned units of TF 54, reinforced by elements of
 
TF 58, provided illumination arid :Harassing fires during the night.
 

(d) Black. Cat night- observers' were f§mni^red but were un
able to carry out missions eff-e'&'fclvely ,be,cau?^ljLiJfM wA^ 
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other reasons discussed elsewhere. 

(c) Supported by CTF 54 and elements of CTF 58 firing a 
coordinated naval gunfire preparation from K-15 to K-hour, and by 
two direct support artillery battalions furnishing local preparation 
fires for each assault RCT, the Division continued the attack in 
accordance- with VAC LANFOR order, at King-hour, 0830, to seize 0-I*. 
There was no change in boundaries or formation; the Line of Departure 
waf the present front lines. 

(?.) Progress was made initially on the left, but intense 
machine gun, heavy mortar. and artillery fire halted the advance 
during the afternoon/ Little progress was made on the right* 

(g) ROT 
' ' 23. with BLT 3/23 on the left, BLT 2/24 on the 

.(g).

right, and BLT s 1/23 and 2/23 in reserve, jumped off at the' follow
ing hours: 3/23 at 0830, and .2/24, delayed for"15 minutes while 
waiting for tanks to support the attack, at 0845.. The northern and 
eastern extremities of AirfieldNo. 1were secured after a slow and 
bitterly contested advance. Upon the request of the 4th Division, 

¦VAC LANFOR ordered elements of the 2d Bomb Disposal Company .to land 
at 1517 and to report immediately to RCT 23, reporting to the 4th 
Engineer Battalion when its duty with RCT 23 was completed* 

' 
(h) RCT 25, with 1/25, 2/25 and 1/24 in line"and 3/25 in 

reserve, continued the attack on the left at 0855 in conjunction 
with RCT 23. Little'progress was made by this Combat Team, since 
it was imperative that it-conform to the advance of RCT 23. Due to 
difficulty in distinguishing boundaries on the ground, BLT 1/25
fought most of the day in zone of RCT .23- BLT 2/24, attached to RCT 
23, assumed control*' of this area at 1630- One platoon of Company
"B", 4th Engineer Battalion was attached- to BLT"1/24 for the period 
and operated with RCT 25. 

d) RCT 24 , less two BLT's, remained in an assembly area 
in TA's 166 FG and 165 0 as Division Re-serve. 

(j) The 14th Marines, less 4/14, completed landing at 
1730.	 Battalions immediately went into position and registered to 
support the attack. 

riBtf(k) 4th Tank Battalion.- Companies "A" and (less 1 
platoon), attached to RCT 25, remained on call most of the day while 
Engineers removed land mines' obstructing, the advance. Company "C" 
(plus 1 platoon of Company "B") supported the advance of RCT 23,
 
destroying pillboxes, automatic' weapons and gun positions.
 

(l) Naval aunfire- Units of CTF 54 and element's of CTF 58 

kkmU 
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continued to support the action with normal fires. Throughout the
 
day. flres= were intense, i with all ships searching for "enemy gun and
 
mortar positions. Fires were restricted about 1500, as 'the cloud
 
cover after that time hindered float andVOF planes.
 

(m) Aircraft from the above units executed support mis
sions . Search and attack patrols were instituted by CASCU as re
quested by the Division. Day, and night tactical observers were em
ployed together with NGF and artillery air spotters. VMO-4 did not
 
operate. Air support began securing at 1515.
 

(h) Although combat efficiency was reduced by heavy 
casualties, the capture of Airfield No. .1 wps completed by 1500, and 
an advancd of 200- to. 1000 yards haft been made across the Division 
front* 

(o) At 1630, upon VAC LANFOR order, units were ordered to' 
consolidate positions on the most favorable ground, prepared to con
tinue the attack at 0810, 21 February, 1945- Particular attention 
was directed toward anti-mechanized defense and firm contact between 
units right and' left. 

.(p.) 'feather and Visibility* Weather fair and visibility 
good ctur lng" the morning. In the afternoon clouds and rain decreased 

•the visibility. -..-¦ 

3. FROM 1800, 20 FSB 45 TO 1800. 21 FSB 45 (P PLUS g) 

(a) Because of enemy activity and troop movements along
 
the entire front, RGT 24 (less 2 BLT's), the Division Heserve , was
 
ordered at 2015 to be prepared to be committed on short notice in
 
the zones of -action of either RCT 23 or RCT 25.
 

(b) Rockets or nervy mortars were reported falling in the 
zones of action of each Combat and in rear ?reas. Since this.Team 
fire supposedly was coming. not only from the front but from' the rear 
In the vicinity of Suribachi, the. sth Harine Division artillery was 

¦requested to execute counter-battery fire on positions in the Suri
bachi area. RCT 23 reported enemy tanks in the vicinity of TA 
181 S; artillery fires were requested, and the tanks were either 
destroyed or dispersed. . 

(c) At 0443 RCT 25 repulsed an attempted infiltration by 
approximately 100 Japs; the lines remained intact and all the enemy 

¦-¦ 
¦ ¦were killed. ..... . .... v ..--.- " ' 

(?) "Naval •J3unf tire».'. Units of- CTF-ffMi(|m\iik]lfklpfc| 
i^W 
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illumination and intensive harassing and defensive fires throughout 
the night in' an attempt to reduce enemy shelling to a minimum. 

' 
; (c) Night- air observers furnished one flight, returning 

to base oh account of. bad weather • -. 
' 

(f) 14th Marines* 4/14 completed landing and was in posi
tion and registering at 0638- Four guns were operative. Seven had 
been lost in the sinking of DUKWs, and one was ineffective because 

vof defective sights

(g) Following a coordinated artillery ?nd naval gunfire 
preparation from King-hour minus 20 to -King-hour plus 20, and a 
prepared air strike (Plan VICTOR) from King-hour plus 20 to King-
hour plus 40, with air on call prior to King-hour , the Division 
continued the attack at 0810, in accordance with VAC LANFOR Ora^er 

* ¦No. 1-45, to seize 0-2- ..' .. 
(h) The boundary between the 4th and sth Divisions was the 

present boundary extended, inclusive to the sth Division, and the 
boundary between Regiments was as shown on the map, "Progress of 
Attack. 

(i) Substantial gains were made initially"on the right, 
but further progress was held up by extensive minefields, intense 
artillery, mortar, automatic weapons, and sniper fire. An advance 
of approximately '500 yards was mpde on the extreme left of the 
Division zone of action. 

O) RCT 23, with BUT 2/23. 0n the left and BLT 2/24 on the 
right, BLT's 1/23 and 3/23 following at "600 yards, continued the 
attack at King-hour. The advance against numerous pillboxes and 
extensive minefields was extremely costly and very slow. All mine-
fields were expertly covered by mortar, artillery and machine gun 
fire- Advance was made only on the left of the RCT zone, where 
slightly defiladed areas permitted local and restricted envelop
ments* Maximum use was made of all supporting weapons. 3ecause of 
the difficult and unusual terrain it was necessary for mutual con
tact to be established on the left between BLT 1/27 and RCT 23. 

¦i., 

Vk) RCT 25. with BLT « s 1/25, • 2/25, 1/24 in line, and 3/25 
in reserve, continued, the attack at King-hour- BLT 1/24 held, in its 
initialposition until 0930 in order to straighten lines. The 
attack of the RCT was 'held up initially by minefields laid in rough 
terrain and by sniper, artillery and heavy mortar fire. Under con
stant pressure, resistance gradually weakened in the center, and 
gains varied from 50 to 300 yards. i|DaM^a 

6 
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At 1430 BLT 3/25 was committed between BLT 1/25 and
 
BLT 2/25. This move was necessary "because of a gap which had dev
eloped'between the two BLTrs. One (l) company of BLT 3/25 and one
 
(l) company of BLT 1/24 was reconstituted as RCT reserve* 

W HOT 24. less 2 BLT's, continued in Division Res.erve
 
in the . ¦?..'..
same location

(m) At 0915 the following message was received from VAC 
LANFOR: "Prepare- receive RCT 21 (3d Mar Div) Yellow Beaches, begin
ning 1130 ? Assign assembly area your zone, 'fillbe released to you 
on your request to assist if required in capture of Airfield No. 2
If and when committed designate one integrated RCT as VAC LANFOR 
Reserve and assign suitable assembly area*" The .time date group on 
the message was 210726 • 

As a result of this message Division requested either 
-the Commanding Officer or the Executive Officer of RCT 21 to report 
aboard the Division Command 

' 
Ship' for orientation. The RCT Commander 

so reported. .. . 

(n) At 0917 RCT 21 was directed to land as ordered, assem
ble in TA 165 HIKLMQ, and await orders* Upon- Division request, RCT 
21 was released to Division,control at 16'3Q; The last unit com
pleted landing at 1720, and the entire RCT was in the above assembly 
areas at the close of the period. 

(o) 14th Marines. • 1/14 fired- 1500 rounds on preparation, 
counter-battery and co.ntinue.d.. supporting the attack ,of RCT 25 • 2/14 
fired 463 rounds on. preparation and continued the support of the 
attack of RCT 23. This battalion also fired 900 rounds on counter-
battery fire across the Division front* 3/14 reinforced 1/14 on. 

' preparation and counter-battery fires* ".' ,

" -
(p ) 4th Tank Battalion. Company "A" and Company "B (less 
1platoon), attached to RCT; 25, supported the 'advance and were in
strumental in driving the enemy from the heights of the quarry and 
cliff areas on the extreme right of the Division zone. 

Company "C" (plus 1platoon') X attached to RCT 23, 
supported the advance.. .but . was held up by' the enforced slowness of 
the engineers in removing minefields under heavy fire* 

W •Aviation. CTF 58 and CTG- 52.2 continued to furnish 
CTF 58 voluntarily increased the size and .number. 

of
air

air
missions^

strikes
and

effectively. 
' AA fire .damaged two Division r?ac 

" tic»!l>wf*j*|
Air Observation planes. • Naval Gunfire and Ar^til^T|'-?»%^f. H^^^^C*M*l 
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•conducted/normal-m issions. V^O-4 did riot operate 

(r) Naval Gunfire- Units of CTF 54, reinforced by- elements 
of GTF 58, continued to support the attack. Numerous enemy artil
lery, mortar and rocket .positions were reported silenced or neut
ralised. 

' 
Additional elements o,f CTF 58 arrive.d in the" early. 

Imorning to reinforce the-.present naval strength and were. as signed 
sectors of responsibility" along with other ma-jor units in an "all
out" attegtot to search out and neutralize enemy artillery and mortar 
fire- Organic float- planes were again^ reinforced with VOF planes 
to provide a maximum of observation facilities' for firing ships • 

(s) Amphibious Tractors* The. 2d Armored Amphibian Tractor 
Battalion was assigned to beach ..defense and the 10th Amphibian Trac
tor Battalion was utilized' to supply all units with ammunition and 
supplies* 

;(t) Division Commander* The ADC was ordered to 
land at 1245 to report on beach conditions and "to. select a .site for 
the Division CP. ,He arrived at the ;(3P of HOT 24 at 1255 and -rep or-... 
ted that although conditions on Beaches' Yellow 1 and 2 were still 
unsatisfactory on account of wreckage of boats and equipment, con
dltiens were improving and beaches were sufficiently open to receive, 
some LCHf s and LCVP's. He further reported that Beach Blue 1was, 
under fire and that an ammunition dump had 'been hit. Explosions 

¦from this dump were endangering both Blue and Yellow Beaches. 

At 1502 the ADQ reported that after .consulting with 
all RCT Commanders he was of the opinion that -the .'Division

' 
CP should 

remain aboard the .USS BAYFIELD until_ February 2£ti> ; . ,; , 

At 1600 the ADC further reported/ that because of the 
location of assembly, areas of-RGT 21 and the" -general congestion of 
beaches and inland areas he recommended that RCT 21, instead of 
relieving RCT '2S, as had been previously planned, relieve RCT 23.

•The Commanding General concurred in. the above recommendations 

(v) At 1620 all units were ordered to consolidate present 
positions for .the a-t 1700, paying particular attention to 
contact with- "adjacent unit's-. ; ' 

*;¦•¦': \\/ .;' .'. , , ."" •:.';¦• 

(v) At 1654 the^" foilowing warning order was issued: "This 
is a warning order. RCT 21 released to 4th Division.. In/tend.,. pass
 
21st through 23d, rep-eat ''236., tomorrow AM"to continue attack pre
sent-23d zone..' 

I' Elements- 4t^ Tank Battalion and 14th^Marines, now
 
"T**s'i*i**>|3i— — 

8 ur \ i 
Ha J . -*««• 4'^- A .i^^ I 
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SECTION IV NARRATIVE OF OPERATION. 

supporting 23d;;.wi11: be as si'gn.ed direct support 21st effective upon
relief of 23d. . Arrange necessary liaison and reconnaissance prior
thereto. Upon relief, intend revert 23d to VAC LANPOR Reserve.- RCT 
23 recommend assembly area*" . 

(w) Combat efficiency, reduced by heavy casualties .and 
battle fatigue, was estimated at the close of the period to be -"6B^. 

(x) An advance of 50 to 500 yards had been made across the' 
Division front. The enemy, employing every type of weapon available, 
was being slowly driven back yard by yard to strongly prepared "posi
tions across the center of the Island. / 

/ .¦ (y) Weather and Visibilit The weather was fair and' 
' 

'" 
visibility was good." '. 

4V- FROM 1800. 21 FSB 45 TO 1800, 22 ,FEB 45 (P. PLUS 5) 

"¦ (a) During the night units' consolidated their-.positions on 
the most favorable ground and. established contact with units on the 

¦ 
¦flanks* '.¦¦¦.'•" 

(b) RCT!s 21 and 23 carried out preparations to effect the 
relief indicated in the Warning Order of 211654.of 211654.

(c) RCT 23 reported the following areas in which the Com-
bat Team would assemble upon the relief of RCT 21: TA1 s 164 E 
165 PQGU. BLT 2/24 was to.be assembled in TA's 165 E and 166 A, as 
requested by RCT 24. ..''.-.' '. . 

(a.) At 2300 RCT 23 reported that' 3/23 was receiving a 
counter-attack in force on its right and- that the enemy was conver
ging on RJ 283 in TA 182 P, along, the road from NE tp E. At 2340 
RCT 23 reported that requested Artillery and Naval Gunf ire appeared 
to have dispersed the^ attack, but that enemy units were still at
tempting infiltration. At 002 DsTriall group's were observed' and fired 
on in TA 182 G-. 

(c) In order to-be prepared' for any eventuality the Divi
sion, at 2345, requested permission from VAC LANFOR to use RCT 21, 
if necessary, to assist in repelling the counter-attack. The re- . 
quest was approved- at 0039, with the provision that" an equivalent 
VAC LANFOR Reserve be reconstituted as soon as practicable after 
the commitment. 

(f) ' 

that "the 4tH Batta-At .2325 informali^nrwas* received 
lion,-13 th-^ari-ne

;

Si.'Would-'be' :available to the 0^ ill^ir*ifTi
;9; 

9s UNbLA^lrltl1 
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1200, 22 February. 

(g) At-0300 .RCT £5. reported* three air "bombs were dropped," "' - ' ' : 
¦ ¦

¦ ¦. : • ; • ¦:'behind its' lines*-^ .' 
i 

(h). At 0400 VAC LANFCB confirmed flash" red from 0316 to 
0345» 

(l) Night air 'observers 'did not reach the objective be
cause of the air raid. The Division night air observer 1s base was 

" 

damaged ajftS"; inoperative r necessitsiting his trslnsfer. 
>v 

(j) Direct and general fire support ships, plus, one* mortar 
boat unit, fired extensive harassing missions throughout the night, 
neutralizing enemy installations and, on several occasions, assis
ting in turning back enemy counter-attacks. 

(k) At 0630 the Second Section, Ist Provisional. Rocket 
Detachment, was ordered attached to RCT 21 as of 0700 • V 

il) At 0741 the Division requested the Division 
Control Officer,..on board PC(S) 1452, to have LVT(4)!s meet the 
Advance CP Party on Bee.eh Yellow 1 about 1000 • The Party wad to 
report to the Control Officer before landing. At 0830^ hovjever, a 
message was received from the Division Control Officer, stating 
that surf conditions would not permit landing boats and suggesting
that the Party remain aboard the USS BAYFIELD until conditions 
improved^ • .s . ¦ 

(m) At 07^5 RCT. 21> in the process of relieving JICT 23, 
reported that it was held up fry enemy fire and requested that BLT 
2/24 remain in its present position and be attached to RCT 21 in 
orde;r to continue the attack at < King-hour. The Commanding G-eneral 

•did not approve* ..¦ 

' " 

.'•."¦. 

(n) Preceded by a coordinated artillery and Naval. Gunfire 
preparation from King minus 20 to King-hour, and with 8 VP and 8 VT 
planes on station at 0730, the Division continued the attack, in 
accordance uith VAC IiANFOR Order- No. 2-45, at King-hour, 0835*--*Objective 0-2; boundaries no change; Line of Departure front 
lines at King-hour. ¦': • 

(o) HCt 21, with BLT 1/21 on the right, BLT 2/21 on the 
¦left, and BLT 3/21 in reserve, was to pass.; through RCt- 23 prior to 

0730. Although movement to effect relief was begun at 0500, pro
gress was slow because of heevy mortar and machi^»<gun fire. This 
RCT was under heavy fire from the:frrst lmoveme ||^M^W^s AAAt^lV4k 
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of departure, Defenses to the front were composed of a succession 
of mutually supporting pillboxes emplaced on the high ground be
tween, Airfields No- 1 and No- 2. These pillboxes were equally well 
protected, on the. flanks, and hits by major caliber wea

' 
only direct 

pons seemed to have ar^ effect on them... Because of the restricted 
nature of the area, and because of the excellent defensive system '"*, 
installed, any.. maneuver, other than a frontal assault, was -impos-' 
sible. As' a result, progress during the morning was very slow, but 
in the afternoon the lines were* advanced 200 to 400 yards* 

(p) RCT , 25 assisted the advance of RCT 21 by fire, but 
necessarily had to conform to the movement of RCT 21 on its left. 
The resistance and defenses in- this zone were- just as determined as 
those previously de&cribedv On the right RGT 25. advanped approxi
mately 50 to 200 yards- On the left a substantial gain was made 
during the day but. at dark, the lines had to be .pulled back .to the .*"'¦' 
original morning position in order to- tie in with RCT 2r on the' left. 

¦¦•¦ (<l) RCT 24. less 2 BLT 1 s, continued in- "bivision Reserve 
until BLT 2/24 was relieved and reverted to parent control at 1200« 
BL?; 2/S4 assembled in'TA's .165 E and 166 A« After BLT 2/24 had reT

verted to RCT control,, the RCT, less 1BLT, was placed in Division, 
Reserve and so disposed as to- cover any attempted brea.kthrough with
in the Division zone. 

(r) RCT 23, less the mortar platoons of BLT f s 1/23 and 
3/23, was to assemble in TAls 165 PUQL.&H,. 164- E f with the CP at 164 
V, as VAC LAHFOR Reserve. Mortar platoons supporting the advance of 
RCT 21 were to be released about 1500. Complete relief of this HCT 
by RCT 21,, .however, was not .effected until approximately 1130., and; 
it was late afternoon before RCT 23 was entirely disengaged. By the 
end of the period, the RCT was in the designated assembly area. and 
had made reconnaissance of the zone-s .of action of RCT &5 and the 
sth Division* 

( s ) .14th Marines. 1/14 furnished direct • support for RCT. 
25 and 2/14 supported RCT 21¦> 3/14 was in general support; until¦" 

1300, 'when it reinforced the. fires of 3/14. 4/14 was in general 
support* 4/13 was in general support until 1200 • 

At ,12,29 the Division, VAC LMFOR- -Ordef , directed 
the 14th Marines to prepare to -move fur:th^r^iniand' i-'n order to clearf

y

beaches to permit general- ¦unloadi.ng^ The- movement was;, initiated at.
1425, after" the * of " was- -approved by suggested '¦¦•olah di^spl-a cement ; 

• ¦• 
¦ 

¦VAC LANFOR. ...
 
-. *•*{$} T^lg^afttallQd;- -"..Gfrlnpany "A" and Company
 «Bl^tlfi'BfK 
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1 platoon) continued, support of ROT 25- Company nCrn C'r (plus 1platoon) 
lias attached to ROT 21 and closely supported the attack of that 
Combat Team' in the area northeast of Airfield No. 1* This company, 
operated principally against pillboxes and automatic weapons* TJith

*in the battalion,. 26 tanks were operational • 

¦(v) Aviation. . CTF 52-2 continued furnishing support 
aviation. Mo'land based aircraft were employed, and requests for 
air missions exceeded the capabilities of the available planes. 'No 
Division Tactical Observers were bn station. LST 776, equipped 
with "Brodie G-ear% was requested to advise regarding the feasi
bility of launching and recovering VMO planes. RCT 23 and the 4th 
Engineer Battalion were^also directed to submit recommendations as 
to whether or not AirfieldNo. 1 was suitable for the operation of 

' ' -
¦VMO .planes. . ..¦•:. 

(v) Naval Gunfire. CTF- 54,, 'reinforced; continued to sup
port the attack with normal fires*. The search for enemy gun ]3osi
tions on the objective was continued throughout the d.ay until the 
air spot was forced down by lack of visibility. 

(w) Pivis-ion Advanc e CP v At 1139 the Division Advance CP 
Party started loading into LSH §9, ;,and "a* message was sent- to the 
•Division Tactical 

t 
Control Officer to have a guide and four (4) 

LVT(4) ls meet the party on Bea-ch Yellow 1. At 1500, after report
ing to the Control Vessel and transferring the Artillery Officer .. 
from that Vessel to. the LSM, the Advance CP Party landed on Beach 

¦Yellow 1. The party contacted the guide and proceeded to TA 154 V, 
arriving there at- 1600* An Advance Division CP- was immediately set 
up. Because of unfavorable surf and other conditions, it was sug
gested that the Division Commander wait until the following day to 
establish the Division CP* The ADC concurred in this recommendation* 

(x) Because of weather conditions favorable for an enemy 
counter-attack, RCT 24, at 1617, was ordered to be prepared to 
relieve RCT 25 on .short notice. 

(y) At 3.623 the following dispatch was sent to all units: 
"Consolidate 1630. Weather ideal for enemy concentration and' 
counter-attack tonight- Prepare strong* defense .in depth* Maintain 
contact with adjacent units on flanks." . 

(z) Combat efficiency, reduced by casualties and battle 
fatigue was estimated to be 65%* 

(aa) An advance of from 100 to 400 yards against deter 
mine d. resis tanc c was made . aer oss the Divisio 

¦M 12 n 
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prepared to continue the attack on the following day 

(bb) Weather and Visibility. Strong winds from the south
east, rain during the afternoon, moderate swells, and unfavorable 
surf conditions prevailed during the day. 

5. FROM 1800, 22 FEB 45 TO 1800; 25 FEB 45 (D PLUS 4) 

(a) At 2000 the Division Advance CP Party notified the 
Division that the Advance CP had been set up and that communication 
with all units had been established. At 0930, 23 February, the 4th 
Division CP was closed on the USS BAYFIELD and opened at the Advance' : " 

CP (TA 164 V) at the same time

(b) At 2000 it was requested that the Division Reconnaiss
ance Company, the' 4th Platoon of the Military Police Company, and 
the remainder of Headquarters Company be ordered ashore the follow
ing morniftg for assignment to CP security. The Reconnaissance. Com
pany Wc?.g ordered to land at daylight v 

(c) At 2140 it'was suggested> upon recommendation of the 
ADC and. ROT 'S3 Commander, that replacements be released to ROT 23 
the next day, and' to RCT 25 when that unit reverted to Division 
Reserve* 

(d) At 0019, in Division Operation Order No. 4-45, RCT 24 
was ordered to relieve RCT 25- in its zone prior to 0600. BLT 1/24, 
previously attached to RCT 25, passed to the control of RCT 24 at 
0600. BLT 2/25, in the line, also passed to control of RCT 24 at 
0600. The Division Order further directed that RCT 24 attack in 
the present RCT 25 zone and seize 0-2, 

' 

and assist RCT 21 in the cap
ture" of Airfield'No. 2. tJhen relieved, RCT 25, less BLT 2/25, was 
to assemble in the vicinity of TA*s 165' EJ and 166 AF as Division

•Reserve* . 

(c) At 0415 the following message was received from enemy 
sources: "About 50 enemy troops infiltrated 200 meters northeast 
of TA 201 QR. Use password SAHURA." Artillery was fired" on this 
position with unknown results- , . 

(f) At 0455 a small counter-rat tack was repulsed by RCT 25 
ln.-TA 183 CD. 

(g) No Division tactical missions were flown a.uring the 
night. 

¦-¦ ;.-¦-,:.+ii*y\; .-¦-,: .+ii*y\ <%i;ght haraasing.firee .by Naval Tftflfct|flfcirjiWtftJJ? II-tl 
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because! of the. depleted supply of ammunition, but few urgent mis
sions were required* 

" (i) Other than the above, and enemy mortar fire falling in 
the Division Advance CP at 0645, the night was comparatively quiet. 

.•• ;.; (j) " 
At-0725 a dispatch received from VAC LANPOR stated that 

in ord^r to facilitate the advance of the sth Division and to assist 
in the of HOT' 21, the sth Division was authorized to move 
into the 4th Division zone over the boundary as necessary. Close 
liaison: \7Qts to be maintained between adjacent Regiments, on the boun
dary. ijAllunits concerned were to be kept .advised of the plan and 
actual movements. VAC "LANFOR was to be advised if a .change in boun
daries: would facilitate the general advance- . .:. " 

¦; :.. (k) Following an intense coordinated artillery and naval 
gunfire1

:preparation from King minus 45 to King-hour,' and a '"prepared 
air strike, plan VICTOR, from King-plus 15 to King plus 30,~. the , 

Division continued" the attack at King-hour, 0730, in accordance with-VAC LANFOR Order No. 3-45 Objective and boundaries no change; Line-of Departure front lines at King-hour* 

• (3--)" ROT SI, on the left, was unable to make any advance 
except on the extreme right because of difficult terrain and ex
tremely stubborn enemy resistance from pillboxes, emplaced tanks,' 
47mm guns sighted so as to cover both airstrips of AirfieldHp. 2, 
high velocity flat trajectory weapons, heavy artillery., mortar and 
automatic weapons fire. Continuous artillery, naval gunfire and air 
support- failed to break the determined and fanatical resistance in 
this critical area* 

W RCT 24, on' the right, .with BLT's 2/24, 3/24, 1/24 in 
line and 2/25 in reserve, advance^ an.'average of 300 yards along the 
entire front against moderate to.' heavy resistance. BLT's 2/24 and. 
3/84 moved out in time to effect the relief of RCT 25, but because 
of broken and rugged terrain and enemy fire were not able to com
pletely effect this, relief until about. 0830- At- 0850 all units of 
this Combat Team, supported by tanks, were moving forward all along 
the line* 

(n) RCT 25, less BLT 2/2.5, when relieved, reverted to 
Division Reserve in TA's 165 SJ and 166 AF. 

(o) RCT 23 continued in Corps Res 

(p) 14th Marines* 3/14/. furnishe 
t-^24., 2/14 for RCT 21- 1/14 and 4/l4;-wer| 

> ¦ tvV> :«''i<>'- 4-;--. ?'** , - 
: " 14?'*
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sth Division, was attached to the 14th Marines in general support 
from 0730 until the end of the period. All"battalions fired" exten
sive counter-battery, preparation and' close support fires. A flash 
ranging team was established at 1430 on SURIBACHI Volcano and began
operations. At 1900 sound ranging was established and located six 
(6) targets* 

(q) 4th Tank Bat talian. Company "A" and Company "Bff (less 
1 platoon) were attached to RCT 24. Company "C" (plus 1platoon) 
was attached to ROT' 21• Neither company was employed to any great 
extent because of the unusually rough terrain. .At the end of 

"
the 

period 27 tanks were -operational- . . 

(r) Aviation. CTF 52.2 furnished normal support missions. 
No land-based aircraft were available, and no tactical day missions 
were flown. VllO-4 did not operate- The Division Radar Station, 
capable of reporting bogies at ranges exceeding 90 miles, was estab
lished* Ttfork was started on the northeast-southwest airstrip of 
Airfield No. 1 for the use of VllO-4 planes* 

(s) Naval Gunfire* Elements of CTF 54 continued to support 
the attack* Normal support missions were fired throughout the day 
with emphasis remaining on counter-battery fire* 

(t) Since RCT 21 had been unable t.o advance during the 
day, and "because RCT 24 was restricted to conform to the movements 
of RCT 21, and in order to prepare for a concentrated and intensive 
"bombardment, warning Orders to consolidate for the night were issued 
to RCT 24 at 1500, and to RCT 21 at 1630* RCT 21 was in contact 
with RCT 26 on its left, but a gap of about 200 yards, which was 
filled by RCT 24 before night, existed on the right.' 

' 
. (v) Combat Efficiency, reduced by casualties and battle 

63$*fatigue, was estimated to be 

(v) Moderate advance was .made on the right of the Division 
front, but no appreciable gain was made on the left* The Division 
was1 prepared to continue the attack on the following day* 

(w) ""feather and Visibility, "finds gusty 15 to 25 W?E.frm 
the northwest, overcast most of period, visibility from 4 miles to 
unlimited, sea and surf moderated a.uring period permitting landing 
of small boats • 

(x) At 1605 VAC LANFOR offered the Division the use of .7.2 
rockets if tsie-y •couldbe' unloaded. "The~ Divisicj
firmaj;i#et Jknd requested that- the land.ing of l.mj 
¦'%-- >• ;.¦' ¦¦ - - it 
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"be exoedited. 

(y). At 1639 the Division requested that 4/13 remain at 
tached during the night be/cause of the. extended front. VAC LANFOR 
concurred* 4/13 was available to reinforce the 14th until time for 
preparation fires on 24 February. 

6'6 ' FROM 1800 ,25 F53 45 TO 1800. 24 FSB 45 (D PLUS 5)

(a) The enemy attempted small patrol infiltration during 
the night in front of both RCT's, but only seven enemy were reported 
to have been able to get through the lines. Contact with the enemy 
was maintained throughout -the night* Sporadic mortar and artillery 
fire fell in all areas -.during the hours of darkness* 

(b)(b ) ,Thereweren o night air observers on station* 

(c) . The, 726th SAW 'Radar functioned efficiently during air 
raids but sustained damage during the night. 

(d) Direct support ships, reinforced by gunboat units and 
VAC LANFOR controlled general support ships, fired harassing and 
illuminating fires throughout the night. , 

(c) Following a deliberate destructive bombardment by 
Faval Units with 8" or heavier caliber, from King minus 75 to King 

' 

minus- 15, against targets in areas 199 GHLMJO and 200 FKP, with a 
maximum VT and VF air strike on TA 199 0 and 200 KP from..King minus 
15 to King-hour, and a coordinated Corps-Division Artillery concen
tration and preparation from King minus 30 to King-hour, the Divi
sion, making the main effort on the left,

'

continued the attack, in 
accordance with VAC LANFOR Order. No« 4-45, at King-hour, 0915, to-seize, a limited objective, 0-IA. Boundary between Divisions pre
sent boundary from front lines to TA 199 V, northwest to TA-21S W,-216 M; Line of Departure present front lines* ;. 

(f)( f) HOT 21, with BLT '5/21 on the right, BLT 2/21 on' the 
•left, and BLT 1/21 in reserve, and with Companies "A" and "C", 4th 

Tank Battalion attached .but under .tactical- control of Commanding; 
Officer stii Tank Battalion, was suppased to coordinate' its attack'; 
with that of the tanks. The attack, delayed by the late arrival of 
the' tanks, was not initiated until 0930; .thus -a great deal of the 

" 

effectiveness of the preparation .was lost.-.'.- faring the -morning a 
sl

;
ow advance closed out' the reentrant in the zone of BLT 3/21, and 

line --al©ng' the ¦southeasternby 1130 the RCT had reached a general 
edge of Airfield.No* 2. Stiff -resistance frJy^&^pposite side of 
the! airstrip and from mortar and 'artillery Djjßßtfn^sl tilyi-ernorth 
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necessitated another preparation and coordinated tank-infantry-at
tack, which. 'was launched at 1330. In bitter action throughout "the 
afternoon, the RCT advanced a considerable distance on the right > 
with practically no gain on the left, as shown on the map, Progress 
of Attack. :, Upon consolidation for the night at 1700, difficulty was 
experienced in establishing firm contact between the sth Division on 
the left and RCT 24 on the right. G-aps existed in the line across 
the east-west airstrip of AirfieldNo* -2 but were covered by fire-

tg) HOT 24. with BLT 2/25 attached, and with BLT]s (from 
left to right) 2/24, 3/24 and 1/24' in the line, attacked at 0915 on 
schedule, and, with a steady, slow, and. determined advance reached 
positions as shown on the map, Progress of. Attack. In TA 183 CD, 
which was called "Charlie -Dog Ridge", bloody fighting occurred until 
this ridge was finally neutralized at 152Q. Numerous emplacements 
in this area and in the draw immediately north were holding up the 
advance' of RCT 21. At 1700 this RC!T was ordered to consolidate for 
the night * Contact was maintained with RCT 21 on the left, and the 
shore line on the right* 

(h) RCT 25, less 2/ 25;was in Division Reserve in TA 165 
SJ and 166 AF. At 1600 BL1? 1/25 i;as attached to RCT 24 for use as 
RCT Reserve during the night.. . 

(i) RCT 23 continued in VAC LANFOR Reserve- BLT 2/23 was 
•employed to mop -up Airfield Mo»M » land revetments adjacent thereto,o ' 

but encountered no enemy. Because, of the location of the Division-Reserve, the extended front, of. RCT 24," and the -casualties of RCT 21, 
the Division requested' at 1035 that one 3LT of VAC LANFOR be re
leased to the 4th Division.- At 1100 VAC LANFOR approved the request 
but stipulated that the BLT, in view of the contemplated employment 
of the 3d Division, be moved to the zone of action of RCT 24, and 
that, it was not- to be committed Ttfithout' further authority. At 1650 
VAC LANFOR released one (l) BLT' to Division; at the same, time the 
Division assigned BLT 3/23 to RCT 21 as RCT Reserve.-- RCT 21 assig
ned BLT 3/23- to an assembly, area in T A 182 UP* 

( j) 14th Marines. 2/14 was in direct "support of RCT 21 
and 3/14 was in direct support of RCT -24. 1/14 and 4/14 were in 
general support « l/l4 fired support ingLfires for the sth Tank Bat
talion. 4/13 reinforced the fires of 2/14 from 1800 23 February to 
1200 24 February. 

(k) '4th Tank Battalion. Companies MAM and "C", after a 
delayed start, attacked in conjunction with RCT 21 along the NE-Stf 
runway of AirfieldNp,r ; 2,.,.de5/troyi.ng. pillboxes, AT guns, and machine 
gun positions.*" 'Company -to RCTJ1B", attached 24. gassisLted BVS^t2iiill*% 
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in advancing up the shore line., At the end of the period, 26 tanks 
ire're operational. , , 

• . > 

W- Aviation.. CTg,:££. 2; and CTF 94 continued normal air 
-support.. Air support and artillery air spot planes were considered 
insufficient, particularly in the zone of.RCT 21. Antiaircraft was 
very active, and one tactical ..air observer of sth .Marine Division 
was shot a.own. No day air observers- were provided" as the sth Divi
sion. tactical observers were functioning;, for this Division. No land 
based aircraft were made' available y

"y" 

although planes from the MAR
.' .lAKAS;.appeared over ~the objective. "VMO-4 did not operate, as per

sonnel, were not landed fronr LST 776. The 
' 

Division had -8 planes

operational during this period-

? 
. ¦-. 

- •¦¦¦:':i
 
¦ 

(m) Naval Gunfire. Elements of CTF -54 continued to sup
port the attack by firing normal missions. Major units of CTF~ 54 
fired main batteries on deep support, targets from King minus 75 to 

¦-King minus 15 a^p&rt. of the 
'

coordinated preparation for the a.ttack. 
Fire support :..sHip a' worked.with VCF 'planes throughout the. day-. 

(n) VAC LANFQR assumed command ashore at' 0955 and estab
olished its CP at TA 147 R. -. ' ' 

(o) The 4th Reconnaissance Company landed at 1115* 

(p) The 3d Marine .Division assumed control of the south 
one-half of Beach Yellow 2 and the north orie -half of Red 2 at 1600 
arid the Division commenced landing at 1315.. The Beaches were re
designated as Black Beaches- ."¦•'. 

i 

(q) 4th Engineer Battalion. H & S,Company was landed;, 
during the afternoon and established. the Battalion' CP at 165 R at' ' - • ";

¦1500. .-.:¦ ¦/ . -.- /¦¦";. ?¦ ,•• 
'¦• . 

(r) Support Group • The. Commanding "Officer, Support G-roup, 
vlanded at 1743. The; CPwas . established at TA 164 Y> . , 

was 'reduced and battle(. s ) Combat -Efficiency by casualties ' 
" fatigue, to an estimated 60 $• .. .. ... . . . . 

? 
('f): Better progress was- made during this ..period than 

during, 
¦¦

the succeeding one ? 

' 
The' resistance encountered: x^ras deter-. . 

mined, but advances of up. 16^1000 yards were, made by. 'some units. At 
the close of the period, the Division .prepared to continue the -'attack the following day.. 

18 
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(v) 'feather and Visibility. Fair and warmer,' wind WNIT, 5 
to 15 MPH^ visibilityand ceiling unlimited. 

7. FROM 1800. 24 FSB 45 TO 1800, 25 FSB- 45 (D PLUS 6) 

(a) During the night all ..units consolidated positions, es
tablished contact with adjacent units, and maintained contact with 
the enemy. Activity during the night was particularly vigorous, es
pecially on the front of RCT 21* Enemy 'patrols in this >area consis
ted of small parties of about platoon strength which attempted local 
counter-attacks at 1925 and 2345. Heavy grenade and small arms fire 
was directed against this RCT during the night. The entire front 
and rear; areas were subjected to mortar, artillery, and rocket fire. 
RCT 23, which had been in VAC LANFOR Reserve, was released to the 
Division at 0630. BLT 3/23, attached, to RCT 21, was released to RCT 
23 at' os3o* At 0700 RCT 21 passed to the control of the" 3d Marine 

¦Division. ' 
" 

(b) There were no night air observers on station. 

(c) -The 726th SA'f Radar installation was again operational, 
'tied in with AA Artillery* the 14th Marines, and with the Division 
Air Section for coordination and the exchange of 'information. 

(&) Direct, support ships fired haras-sing and illuminating 
fires throughout -the night. 

(c) Following a coordinated naval gunfire preparation from 
King,minus 50 to King-hour, with general support ships employing 
major caliber batteries, and a coordinated VAC LANFOR-Division'Artil
lery preparation from King minus 45 to King-hour, the Division, 
making its main effort on the left, continued the attack in accord
ance with VAC LANFOR. Order No. 5-45, at King-hour, 0930, to capture 

;0-2» The 4th Division maintained contact with 3d Division. Line
of Departure front lines at King-hour; Boundaries see map. 
Progress of Attack. 

(f)( f ) FjCT 25, with"Company "C", 4th Tank -Battalion (plus 2 
platoons Company fTB") attached, on' the left, executed a passage of 
lines of ¦ the* left battalion of RCT • 24 "during the preparation fire 
and attacked- in tjolumn of battalions in the following order:, 3/23,
1/23, 2/23. The advance was met with he? vy mortar and machine gun 
fire from pillboxes,, bunkers,- and -caves and progress was slow. In 
order to expedite, the advance, the. 3d Division was requested to 
•permit the tanks attached to RCT 21 to use an approach route through 
"the 3d. Division's zone .to; Air-field No, 2- Permission'" was granted 
at 1-2(3.3 , and "from .this- -ar> oroach the tanks were- %W&f?iQ ajftepk* i¦• ,t U 
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¦pillboxes, bunkers, and AT guns holding up the advance, tlCx 23 
maintained contact with 3d Division. 

(g) RCT 24 , with BLT 2/25 attached, continued the attack 
at King-hour 

'
and made slow progress throughout the day* The diffi

cult terrain, coupled with mortar fire and with interlocking bands 
of fire from automatic weapons in.pillboxes, bunkers and caves, de
layed the advance of this RCT. BLT 2/24 relieved by RCT 23 at King-
hour, when reorganized, was placed in RCT reserve until 1600, at 
which time it relieved BLT 1/24 on the right of the "'zone of action. 

•BLT 1/25 w&s released to RCT 25 at 0930.
' (h) RCT 25. less BLT s 2/25 and 1/25 until 0930, remained•

%.in Division Reserve. 

(i) All units were ordered to consolidate at 1700, and to 
be prepared to continue the attack at 0800 with no change in boun
daries, objectives or attachments* 

(j) 14th Marines-. 2/14 was in direct, support of RCT 23,
 
3/14 in direct support of RCT 24, and 4/14 was in general support.
 
At 0500 VAC I/ANFOR" directed the attachment of one (l) battalion of
 
artillery to support the attack of RCT 9, 3d Division. 1/14 was
 
assigned this mission. Rapid adjustment was made and the battalion
 
ably supported RCT 9 with preparation and close supporting fires
 
for the remainder of the period.
 

At 1726 VAC LANFOR directed that one (l) battalion of 
the 14th Marines continue to support the 3d Division until 0700, 26 
February. Allunits fired call and counter-battery fire throughout 
the period* '¦ •¦ 

(k) 4th Tank Battalion. The majority of the available
 
tank strength was assigned to RCT 23. The terrain in front 'of RCT'
 
24 was not negotiable for tanks except along the coast line, where
 
they supported the advance of the 'right,.,BLT^ At the 'end of the-

period, 30 tanks were operational* ...
 

(!) Aviation. CTG- 52-2 and CTF 94 continued normal air
 
support missions. At 1425 a strike by 9 B-24 !5, each armed with
 
nine (9) 500 pound bombs, was accurately placed as directed in TA
 
216 MOSTXY.
 

(m) VKO-4 personnel (less 'pilots and planes) landed and
 
were tentatively located northeast of A
 
active but inaccurate*
 

-- 20 
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The North-South airstrip of AirfieldNo- 1was con
sidered ready for emergency landings. VMO-4 and two planes, were 
ordered to 'be flown in from the USSMAKIN",ISLAND on 25 February. For 
the period, the sth Marine Division tactical observers continued to 
furnish information to the 4th Division* 

"At 1£45 a message was received from EXTROPAC that there 
would be no more coordinated pre-King-hour, air strikes until fur
ther notice* ¦ 

(n) , Naval Gunfire* Elements of CTF 54 continued- to main
tain fires in support of the attack. In movements along the east 
coast, one destroyer was able to take under fire and to destroy-major enemy installations. .' . • . . 

(o) 4th Engineer Battalion . During the" period construction 
was begun on a road in the beach area. At the end of the period the 
road was 25$ completed. 

¦. (p) Nine (9) distillation units were .ashore, with six (6) 
units' operating in'TA 149 C The search for and demolition of land 
mines, booby traps, and duds was carried out» 

¦ (q) Combat efficiency was, reduced by casualties and battle 
.;fatigue to an estimated 555. . 

?' 

(r) The combination of terrain: skillfully employed, :to. . the 
best advantage by the enemy, terrain "unsuited for tank employment., 
the locations ",of installations in.areas which were" defiladed from 
our artillery,- and the stubborn to-the-death attitude of the defen
ders had temporarily limited the advance of this Division; but the 
Division prepared to continue the attack. 

' (s) We athe r and Vls ibility» '/Fair and warmer., .visibility 
and ceiling unlimited, 2/10 to 4/10. high cloud cove^. 

8. FROM 1800. 25 FSB 45 TO 18Q0 1 26 FEB ,45 (D PLUS 7) 

(a) .At 2158 a dl:-Sp-«tch was received -that the 4th- Division 
Rear CP was closing -on .the USS BAYF'ISLD at 2200- Personnel and 
equipment landed' in LSM 238. ?-•,-. 

(b) ' Activity'during the re'Xativi&ly quiet." 'A' night Was 
small enemy patrol in front of BLT 3/24- attempted infiltration, but 
all were either .killed or dispersed; The' Division zone was shelled 
sporadically during- the . ;night by..rockets , mortars, and artillery. 

i
;j

" " # 

¦ 

¦ 
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area neu
(c) Normal night missions were fired by CTF 

tralization effected "by mortar boat units* 
54 with large 

(d) Information was received at 0530 that a B-24 strike 
had been ordered to hit TA 218 BCDHI at about 1500. 

(c) No night air observers were on station* 

(f) -After a coordinated VAC LANFCE-Division-Naval Gunfire 
preparation from King minus 45 to King-hour, the Division continued 
the attacl^at King-hour, 0800, in accordance with VAC LANFOR Order-
No. 6-45. Objective see map, Progress of Attack;- - 0-2; boundaries
Line of Departure front lines sj King-hour

(g) HOT 25, with BLT-1/23 on the left and BLT 3/23 on the 
right, continued the attack ai-08d0 as scheduled. The advance was 
slow and difficult. Enemy resistance consisted of heavy small arms, 
and mortar fire from well empiaced, well dug-in pillboxes and block
houses* A general advance of about 300 yards was made along the 
front, which placed the RCT in position on the southwest slopes of 
the vital Hill382 (TA 200 V), thus partially neutralizing the effect 
of this point to the enemy. Orders were issued to the RCT to con
solidate at 170,0, but at 1800 it was still actively engaged with the 
enemy. The RCT reserve was employed in mopping up the RCT rear area*. 
Sniper fire hit in the CP and in TA 183 U, indicating that there xms 
still some of the enemy in that area* 

(h)( h) RCT 25, with BLT 3/24 attached, started relieving RCT' 
24 at 0530. At 0830 the 

'

RCT attacked with three battalions abreast, 
from left to right, 1/25, 2/25, 3/25, with 3/24 in RCT reserve. The 
delay in launching the attack was occasioned by' the time involved in 
effecting the return of BLT 2/25 to RCT control, reorganization, and 
movement to the line of departure* Progress was slow and difficult 
along the entire front because of the extremely difficult terrain 
and stiff enemy resistance employing small arms, machine guns, and 
mortars fired from well-prepared and camouflaged positions. The RCT 
considered that it was not feasible to by-pass positions and' cleaned 
them up as units advanced. An advance was made on the right, of 
about 75 yards* The ECT reserve was employed in mopping up the RCT 
rear area. Company "A", 2d Armored Amphibian Tractor Battalion, was 
assigned to direct sup-oort o»f this RCT for possible employment along' '• 

¦the' coast line* . 

Orders were issued to the RCT to consolidate at 1700, 
paying particular attention to the left flank,¦M^igt^JDe^prepared 
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U) - R^T 24, less HLT 3/24, upon being relieved by RCT 25, 
assembled in Division Reserve in the vicinity of TA1 s 15-5 EJO and 
ISS A. The RCT located a cave in TA ,183 W which extended under
ground for over 400 yards and contained about 200 Japanese dead. 
Investigation of this cave continue &• . .. 

(j) 14th Marines. At 0700 1/14 reverted to Division con
trol. 1/14 was in direct support of RCT 25, 2/14 in direct support 
of RCT 23, 3/14 reinforced 1/14, and 4/14 was in general support of 
the attack for the period** In addition to the preparation fire at 
King-hour, another fifteen minute, preparation was fired for RCT 23 
at 1430.• The regiment continued counter-battery and call fires. 
Flash teams on SURIBACHI, and sound ranging teams in Regimental Area 
continued to furnish valuable intelligence' for counter-battery fires. 

(k) 4th Tank Battalion- Company -"A"'-was attached to RCT 
25 and Company "C" to RCT 23. Tank activity in the vicinity of the 
Radio Heather Station in TA 200 resulted in the destruction of two 
tanks and the damaging, of one tank by land mines on the taxiway of 
Airfield N6» 2« At the end of the period, 32 tanks were operational* 

(l) ,2d Armored, Amphibian Tractor Battalion- "Allelements 
reverted- to parent control at 0600* Company "A" was assigned direct 
support of RCT 25. . . 

' 
'".. ¦ 

(m) . Aviation- CTF 52-2 continued to furnish support avia
tion but the number of aircraft on station was insufficient to carry 
out requests for missions. .Planes "on call were available for pre-
King-hour strikes. Land based aircraft missions were cancelled be
cause weather conditions were unfavorable. Artillery and Naval Gun
fire Air. Spot, -.missions \)j. VO and VS'-cori'tinued throughout the day 
when weather permitted-. Two planes., :of- 'VKO-4 landed at 1025 and fur
nished artillery, .air. spot, during the afternoon. VMO-4 was out of 
gasoline be-fore ...the, end. of the period. Division day air observers 
did. not operate. 

At> "0600, 1500 x'100 feet of runway on AirfieldNo*. 1
 
was operational and available for use*
 

' 1 
¦(n) Naval gunfire • CTF. 54 continued to support the attack
 

with, normal and. on. call missions..
 

(o) 4th' Sngine er Battalion,. .. . During the period construction 
was expedited on, roads' in.the ..-beach.. area? wOn level stretches roads 
were operative for all- traffic, but on grades they were still diffi
cult; The matting of grades progressed satisfactorily, however, 
anfcb^.tiie^ e^'of ..the^.,period -the -project was 9Q^J^ip1?1?\e^A#^^iI"ii'f*fe)

' ~ "' ¦¦%:;v;wm.-" ',''" 23 z~ 11^11 ftlHQJrMiTiE^P 



distillation units were operating in TA 149 C and turned out 3500 
gallons of water for the period. Fifteen (15) units were ashore by
1800. Units deactivated and removed five (5) JLXVC single-horn and 
two (2) JLXIII two-horn Japanese land mines from TA 149 C, and neu
tralized two (2) depth charges armed with improvised fuzes in TA 166 
E. Excavation for a Division Hospital was started in TA 165 XL. 

(p) Combat Efficiency was reduced by casualties and battle-
fatigue to an estimated 535. 

(0 The area of the operations for the period was still in 
the enemy defensive organization encountered during the preceding
day. G-ains were secured by a methodical pillbox-to-pillbox advance. 
The Division prepared to c-ontlnue the attack at the end of the 
period. 

(r) leather and Visibility. Weather fair, visibility good 
until 1300, when it.was' reduced ' by rain. Ceiling low and overcast-
6/10 to 10/10. ¦ 

• 

¦9» ' FROM 1800, 26 FEB 45 TO 1800. 27 FEB 45 (D PLUS 8) 

(a) Although ordered to consolidate at 261700, RCT's 23 
and 25 encountered considerable enemy opposition before effecting

Mortar fire harassed,security for the night. and machine gun the 
entire front until about' 2100» Firm contact was eventually estab
lished between the RCT s and with the 3d Division. Activity during 
the night consisted of enemy mortar and artillery fire on the front 
and rear are as, particularly on 'Division artillery positions .Small arms 
firing continued throughout the night. Attempted infiltrations by . 
small parties all along the front were repulsed. At 0535 RCT 23 re
ported a probable counter-attack forming in TA 201 Q.V. The dis.tinct 
sound of tanks was heard and a resulting smoke screen indicated that 

laid, by theit was tanks. Artillery fired in this area, dispersing 
the possible counter-attack. , 

(b) Normal night missions fired by fire support ships in
cluded harassing fires and illumination* 

(c) Following a. coordinated VAC LANFOR-Division-Naval Gun
fire preparation from King minus 45 to King-hour, the Division con
tinued the attack at King-hour,, 0800, in accordance with VAC LANFOR-

Ord.er 110. 7-45, . t0 capture 0-2. Formation and, boundaries no 
change. Line of Departure -¦ front lines at King-hour. 

(d)( d) RCT 25, with BLT's 1/23 on' the left, 3/23 on the right, 
and 2/23. in reserve, -continued the' attack on scJjdkile^Jput was unable 
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to advance. Smoke -was- employed "by this: RCT from King' minus 30 to 
King minus 10 to cover reorganization and movement of front line 
companies* Resumption of the attack, following a short preparation 
from 1200 to 1230, resulted in.only a short advance p.f about 100 
yards on the left of• the sector. Two (2) enemy tanks, emplaced as 
pillboxes in the recesses of Hill382, greatly retarded the advance 
but were finally destroyed with bazookas- Although troops reached 
the- top of Hill382, they were forced to withdraw to consolidate on 
more favorable ground at 1700. Hill382, one of the most vital 
terrain features in this area, was made up of a series of deep 
fissures or crevices which blended well into the scheme of the 
Japanese defense. It was envisaged that the capture of this terrain 
freak would be costly and a time-consuming job. 

(c ) RCT 25, with no change in formation since the last 
period, continued the' attack at King-hour. In order to bypass and 
isolate a pocket of resistance in TA 184 F, BLT 1/25, on the left, 
withheld its advance until BLT 3/23 had advanced sufficiently to 
permit 3LT 1/25 to enter the zone of RCT 23. Since BLT 3/23 .was 
unable to advance until quite late in the day, no appreciable gain 
was :made« Company "B", 2d Armored Amphibian Tractor. Battalion, was 
attached to this RCT for the period; Company "A" reverted to 

¦Battalion control. . 

(f) HCT 24, less ; 3/24, continued in Division Reserve. On 
Division order one (l) company of this RCT was alerted in its assem
bly area to be on call to RCT. 23, and was attached to' RCT 23 at 1530

(g) 14th Marines. There was no change in the assignment 
of artillery since the" last period* Preparation, call, and. counter-
battery fix^es were delivered as requested* Ten (10) rounds of 
propaganda leaflets were fired in TA 201 E. Sound ranging operated 
with VAC LANFOR and Division Artillery and Flash Ranging with 
Division Artillery. • 

(h) 4th Tahk Bat tal1on. Company "A" was attached to RCT. 
25 and' Company HB";:to RCT 23. "Company" "Cn, which was attached to 
RCT 23, reverted to Battalion control. At the end of the period 32 
tanks were operational, 11 destroyed, and 13 damaged. 

(i) Aviation,. CTG- 52.2 and CTF 94 provided air support of 
King-Jiour call strikes and a nine (9) plane B-24 (9-500 pound bombs' 
per plane) strike at -1500. One (l)division observer flew- tactical 

,missions for the sth Division* . .... . 
; 

¦ 

(j) The 726th SAW Squadron covered the. approach ofVKO-4' 
from -the Carriers. ¦" VM0r4 plants.^le.w in from 4|§^^ff^#Wiv!f^*||^f^aVMOr4a 
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and the USS KAKIN ISLAND and. arrived at Airfield No. 1 at 1630. One 
(l) VI-0-4 plane was lost, while being launched from LST 775. At the 
end of the period VMO-4 had eleven 111) pilots ashore, and seven (7)' 
¦planes were operational. . 

(k) Naval Gunfire* CTF 54 continued normal day and night 
missions. 

(l) 4th Engineer. Battalion* The .construction of roads was 
continued* The construction of revetments for VMO-4 planes was 
interrupted; by the presence of enemy mines. Six (6) water distilla
tion plants were operating on- Yellow Beaches. 

Cm) Comßat Efficiency was reduced to 50#« 
(n) leather was fair and visibility was good. 

10. FROM 1800. 27 FSB 45 TO 1800, 28 FEB 45 (D PLUS 9) 

(a) Activity during the night consisted of heavy mortar 
fire falling along the Division front and in CP locations. Fifteen 
(15) heavy shells hit the Division CP area before 2200. Fire of 
either 20mm or 40mm enemy automatic weapons fell on the be-ach area* 
At 0043 EOT 23 reported parachutes dropping in enemy-held territory 
about 400 to 600 yards, in front of the Division's zone- Although 
reported from three sources, the plane (or planes) x^rere not picked 
up on the radar. 

(b) CTF 54 continued to provide normal harassing and 
illumination fires during the night. 

(c) After a coordinated VAC LANFOR-4th Division-3d Divi
sion-Naval G-un fire preparation from King minus 45 -to King-hour, the 
Division continued the attack at King-hour, 0815, in accordance with 
VAC LAMFOR Order No. 8-45, to capture 0-2, prepared to continue the-
attack on order. Formation -no change; Boundaries- and Objectives 
see map, Progress of Attack* Line of Departure front lines at 
King-hour. ' ' (d)( d ) RCT 23. (plus one (1) oomp any from RCT 24) with BLT s 
1/23 on the left, 2/23 on the right, and 3/23 in reserve, continued 
the attack at King-hour. BLT 2/23 relieved BLT 3/23 prior to King-
hour* Initial advances on the left moved' favorably for about 300 
yards; however, increasing artillery fire,, mortar fire, and cross 
fire from machine guns in bunkers and pillboxes halted the advance 
on the right. On the Left resistance from heavy weapons of all 
types directed from the vicinity .of -Hill 

< 26 
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advance. At 1300 a coordinated attack, following a short prepara
tion, permitted the extreme left of BLT 2/23 to advance approxi
mately 300 yards. The operation? of Company "B", 4th Tank Battalion, 
was restricted because of the terrain and the heavy AT fire which
 
could not be located- RCT 23 maintained contact with 3d Marine
 
Division. . 

' 

. . ¦ 

(c) RCT 25". with BLT Vs 1/25*. 2/25, 3/25 in line, and 3/24
in reserve, continued the attack at King-hour. The center of this 
RCT was unable to advance during the period, but a gain of 250 yards 
was made on the right flank. Upon request of RCT 25, one 75mm pack 
howitzer was assigned to BLT 2/25 as an accompanying gun in order to 
neutralize opposition to the front. The howitzer was transported to 
the rear of the front lines via DUKIf; from there it was packed to 
the vicinity of BLT 2/25, where it was assembled and dug in prepara
tory to firing. It Succeeded in destroying the opposition to the 
front of the BLT. The howitzer returned to parent control at 2100. 
Company "B*, 2d Armored Amphibian Tractor Battalion was attached for 
the period. 

(f) On the Regimental boundary, approximately in TA 201 U, 
the flanks of both RCT !s received a murderous concentration of heavy 

s 

mortar fire which was extremely accurate and which must have been . 
observed fire. Although all agencies of the Division were employed 
in an attempt to locate the source of this fire, no definite con
clusion regarding its location could be reached. 

(g). . RCT 24, less BLT 3/24 and one (l,) company, remained in 
Division Reserve. . 

(h) 14th Marines. There was no change since the last
 
period.
 

(i) 4th Tank Battalion. There was no change since the 
last period. A new battalion CP was set up in TA 165 '0-' Thirty-
five (35) tanks were operational, twelve (12) destroyed, and nine (9)

-damaged. . . 

. (j) .Aviation. ,' CTG- 52. 2 continued to provide air support* 
The B-24 mission was cancelled for the afternoon strike,. VAC LANFQR 
Air Delivery 'Segtlori planes -from SAIPAN dropped ammunition and 

:medical supplies* VMO-4 had five (5) planes' on Airfield"No. 1, and 
two (2) on" LST 776. VMO-4 furnished spot for ten (10) artillerya^r
missions, conducted thirty-five (35) fire missions and flew tactical 
observers. Two (2) VOF air" spot planes were maintained on station 
during the day. -The Air Liaison Officer with R0T. 25 reported that 

?less.Jthan ,50$ o? the; j^apalm'. dropped;-, in the mornljp^gSJy^kat |i 
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The strike! 'requested by ROT S3 was .delayed and was not dropped in the 
TA requested- , 

(k) Naval Gunfire. Elements of CTP 54 continued to support
the attack* Naval gunfire support was on' call throughout the day.'
Mortar and' gunboat units operated along the coast on the right flank* 
In the afternoon one (l) destroyer closed on the east coast ejnd. 
successfully engaged enemy guns ; in direct fire up draws and ravines 
which opened seaward* 

1 W) Combat Efficiency of the Division was increased to an 
estimated $0% by the assignment of replacements to the RCT's. 

(i) leather and Visibilit Weather was fair, visibility 
good with ceiling overcast 6/10 to 9/10 • 

(ri) All units were ordered to consolidate for the night at 
1700, and to be prepared to continue the attack at King-hour, 0830, 
March Ist. i . . 

?; (q>) At 1715 VAC- LANFOR directed that one (l) battalion' of 
this Division be assigned to VAC LANFOR Reserve by 1200, 1March, 
1945 anql that it be assembled in 4th Division zone south of grid 73

11. FROM 1800, 28 FSB 45 TO 1800, 1 MAR, 45_. (D FLU.S 10) 

(a) At 1930 RCT 24 was alerted to relieve RCT 23 prior to 
. ¦King-hour. •: 

(b) At 2230 RCT 25 reported observing and firing on an 
estimated 150 enemy forming up in front of BLT 3/25- Naval Gunfire 
and artillery were requested and succeeded in dispersing the con
centration. Sporadic ' andmortar artillery fire fell in. the Division 
area during the night. . 

¦(c) .After a coordinated VAC LANFOR-Naval Gunfire prepara
tion from King minus 45 to King-hour, and an intense Division 
artillery preparation beginning at King minus 10 and moving forward 
in successive concentrations after King-hour, the Division continued 
the attack at King-hour ,oB3o,' in accordance with VAC LANFOR Order 
No- 9-45, to capture 0-2, prepared to continue the-attack to 0-3 on 

-•order- Boundaries no change; Line of Departure front lines at 
King-hour. 

(3) RCT 25. TT.hen ordered to consolidate for the night at 
281700, waa not in contact ,with the unit on its left. Two (2) 
platoons from' the Reserve Battalion were sent 

- -' 28 
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3d Marine Division to close the gap and estaTSlish contact.; To 
accomplish this it was necessary for these platoons to fight their 
way through by-passed enemy defenses in the 3d Division zone. 
During the night these platoons suffered casualties from enemy posi
tions located to their rear- Hhen HCT 23 was relieved by RGT 24, 
BLT 3/23 was then attached to RCT 24 until BLT 3/24, which was 
attached to RCT.2S, could be relieved by BLT 3/23. linen this relief 
was effected at 0930, BLT 3/23 was then attached to and became the 
reserve of RCT 25. At 1200 BLT 2/23 assembled in'TA 165* BC as VAC 
LANFCR Reserve. RCT 23, less BLT's 2/23 and 3/23, assembled in TA 
182 YRS as Division Reserve. 

(c,) RCT 24 relieved RCT 23 in line at 0630. The relief 
was initiated at 0330 and was accomplished by placing BLT 2/24 in 
line with BLT 1/23 and PLT l/24 with 2/23. The relief was completed 
at 0630. The company attached to RCT 23 reverted to RCT 24 control 
at 0630. The fighting around the base of Hill382 was intense and 
continuous until consolidation for the night was ordered at 1700. 
Slight gains were made on the left and right of the RCT zone. Upon 
consolidation at 1700 firm contact with RCT 25 on the right was'~ 
established. After 1400 RCT 21, on the left, was able to ad.va.nce 
quite rapidly in its zone > resulting' in a gap of about 450 yards 
along the Division boundary. BLT 3/24 was ordered into the zone of 
RCT 21 to fillthis gap. Although the ground over which this BLT 
moved into position Ha-& been crossed by RCT 21, it was necessary for 
the companies of BLT 3/24 to fight their way over this same area to 
take up a position on the Division boundary in order to establish' 
contact with units on its right and left. ¦ By 1800 consolidation had 
been effected ana. firm contact had .been established. The RCT CP 

• 
¦moved to TA 182 S at 0930. . 

(?) RCT, 25. with BLT's 1/25, 2/25, and 3/25 in line 'from
 
left to right, continued the attack at King-hour but limited its
 
advance in order to conform to the movement of RCT 24 on its left;.;
 
BLT 1/25, assisted by one (l)- company of- the- RCT Reserve- (BLT 3/23), 
spent the remainder ..of 'the peri.od' in an attempt- to reduce the 
reentrant and' pocket of resistance in TA 183 J. 

At 0850 the Division Reconnaissance Company was 
directed to report to RCT' 25: to ¦assist- in'mopping uo operations .in 

" 
'. 

the rear areas of that RCT- It was- further directed that the' . 
Reconnaissance . Company was not -to be committed in/the front lines...,'

•and that it would be ..released hot- later' than; 1700 •. The RCT CF was 
shelled at 160 5 and all' agencies' were employed to searcli for probable 
sources of fire. Contact was established with. RCT 24 when • that Unit 

" 

was ordered t,Q consolidate at 1700. ¦'Company "Bn, 2d Armored 
" 

#3gh3fbfta*i :'J^a'cjto.r^ :
B&$talion,''¦ was{ at tac he d fora^Ji| ge3^ Q%#%' *T*lf*f*l 



(g) 14th Marines. 1/14 was in direct support of HCT 25 > 
3/14- in direct support of RCT 24, 2/14 reinforced 3/14, and 4/14 was 
in general support. VAC LANFOR artillery reinforced the 14th Marines 
on call. VMO-4 fired a total of thirty-three (33) fire missions* 
Three (3) guns were spotted by air observation and destroyed by VAC 
LANFOR artillery fire- Sound ranging picked up fifteen (15) enemy 
guns, which were immediately shelled. 

(h) 4th Tank Battalion. Company "A" remained attached to 
RCT 25; Company "B" was attached to RCT 24j Company "C" was under 
Battalion -control* 

(i) Aviation. Air support was furnished by CTG- 52.2. 
VHO-4 flew two (2) photographic and five (5) day observation 
missions* One (l) experimental night mission was flown and proved 
to be very successful. Two (2) OY-l's arrived on the field from LST 
776; VllO-4 then had seven (7) planes based on Airfield Ho. !•' One 
(l) FM-2, the first carrier-based plane to land on Airfield.No. 1, 
made an emergency landing during the morning hours. 

(j) Naval Gunfire. Preparation fires in TA's 185 BCG, 
201 HIIINRS, 202 CHLMPQVX and 219 UV by direct support ships were 
controlled by individual battalions. Gunboats controlled by BLT 
3/25, fired 40mm in TA's 163 A, 185 V. Between King-hour and King-
hour plus 70- two (2) CA!s and one (l) 38 -fired in TA 202 NO. 
Following this preparation, one (l) CA and one (l) DD closed on the 
coast, taking observed installations under direct fire. These ships 
reported three (3) guns destroyed, in TA 219 A and a direct hit in a 
cave at TA 203 U. Four (4) DD's and two (2) gunboats were employed 
by the Division throughout the day. 

(k) 4th Engineer Battalion. Company "A" was attached to 

3/10 • 

RCT 
road paralleling 

25. Headquarters 
the 

Platoon 
coast. 

continued construction of the supply 

(l) Combat Efficiency was estimated to be 55/£. 

(m) Weather and Visibility Weather was fair, visibility 
was good, with ceiling overcast average 

12- FROM 1800. 1 MAR 45 TO 1800 > 2 MAR 45 (P PLUS 11) 

(a) The period of darkness passed with little incident 
other than the normal infiltration attempts by the enemy in small 
numbers. Sporadic mortar and artillery fire was laid down by the 
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(b) Direct support ships fired illumination fires during
• the night. 

(c) Following VAC LANFOR Artillery preparation from King
hour'minus 30 to King-hour1 

minus 15 and King-hour minus 10 to King-
hour, and an intense Division preparation beginning at King-hour 
minus 10 and moving forward in successive concentrations after 
King-hour, the Division continued the attack at -0800, in accordance 
with VAC LANFOR Order No* 10-45, to capture 0-2, prepared to contin
ue the attack to 0-3 on order. Boundaries -no change; Line of-Depa+'ture front lines at King-hour. 

U) RCT 24. with BLT's 3/24, 2/24, and 1/24 s%reast from 
left to right, continued the attack at King-hour and made slight 
advances on the right and left and proceeded with the mopping up of 
pillboxes and caves on the reverse slope of Hill382. It appeared 
that there were underground passageways leading into the defenses 
on Kill382, and when one occupant of a pillbox was killed another 
one came up to take his place* This mopping-up proved to be a 
lengthy process. This RCT maintained contact with the 3d Division 
on the left, and upon consolidation at 1700 also established firm 
contact with the units on the right* 

' 
M. RCT 25, with BLT 3/23 attached, and with BLT s 1/25,

2/25, and' o/25 in line from left to right, continued the attack at 
King-hour, and made its main effort on the left flank. In extremely 
bitter fighting against the reentrant on the left, BL1? 1/23 and 

spent day pillboxes cavesother elements the in reducing " and which 
lined the face of the cliff in TA 184 B. Flame "thrower and combat 
tanks were employed against a concrete blockhouse at the top of the 
cliff. Although the blockhouse appeared to be unoccupied a.fter the 
tank attack, it was reasonable to assume that it too was connected 
by a subterranean passage and that it would be reoccupied. The 
BLT's in the center and on the right maintained their positions 
a_uring the day. Upon consolidation for the night contact was 
maintained with RCT 24. 

(f ) RCT 23 1 less BLT f s 2/23- and 3/23, remained in Division 
Reserve. BLT 2/23 was in VAC LANFOR Reserve and BLT 3/23 was 
attached to RCT 25. The Division Reserve was employed in mopping 
up the rear area and re-equipping in preparation for further action* 

(g) 14th Marine:s... There was no change in the assignments 
of this unit. Air observers fired a total of forty-two (42) 

¦missions. Sound ranging located six (6) enemy guns firing in the 
zone 'of the Division, and adjusted fire on them. A total of 306 
missions were fAred:;, f 

' 

. „ ** ilklf^lAC^OICICR
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(h) 4th Tank Battalion* No change in assignments* 

ji) Aviation. Air support was furnished- by CTG- 52.2. 
VKO-4 flew four (4) clay, one (l) photographic, and one (l) night 
observation missions- Two (2) planes were damaged on the field by 
enemy artillery fire and one (l) in flight by AA fire. Planes 
dropped propaganda leaflets over the Division zone of action* At 
the end of the period five (5) planes were operational* 

,: jyj) Naval Gunfire* Elements of CTF 54 continued to sup
port the f^tack. Because of the extreme irregularity of the front 
lines, direct support ships did not fire harassing fire during the 
night. :During the day two (2) BB's and one (l) CA fired general 
support missions in eastern sectors of TA's 185, 202, 219 and all 
of 236,, and mortar units covered TA's 250 and 251. RCT 24 !s ships 
were unable to fire a preparation for the King-hour attack because 
of safety, limits; RCT 25 rs ships fired in TA 'lBs BCGHI* Four (4) 
DD's .and two (2) gunboats were assigned to the Division for the day* 

(k) 4th Engineer Battalion* Company "A" was attached to 
RCT 25; Company "B" was attached to RCT 24, and Company "C" to RCT 
23, in Division Reserve. 

(l) ' Combat Efficiency was reduced by excessive casualties, 
particularly to key personnel, and battle fatigue to an estimated 
50^* 

(hi) Weather and Visibilit Weather was fair, visibility 
good, with ceiling overcast 3/10 to "5/10. 

13* FROM 1800, 2 MAR 45 TO 1800, 3 MAR 45 (D PLUS 12) 

(a) During the night all units consolidated positions, 
established contact with adjacent units, and maintained contact with 
the enemy.; Activity along the Division front was limited' to one (l) 
attempted counter-attack in front of BLT 2/24. In the ensuing 
action four (4) Marines and twenty (20) enemy were killed, and the 
remainder of the enemy was dispersed. Mortar and artillery fire 
was at a minimum during the night. This was attributed to the fact 
that the artillery counter-battery fire was immediate and accurate 
and the possibility that the enemy was making a withdrawal of his 
artillery and mortars to new positions. Direct support ships 
furnished illumination and fired harassing fires during the night 
in TA'a 185 CDG, 202 GH&MQ&VWX* 

ii (b) The Division continued the at/&a

75 (06$$) , King-hour being 0745, in accord&i^
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No. 11-45, without artillery or naval gunfire preparation. VAC 
LANFOR, Division artillery, end 3/12 fired counter-battery fires on 
located and suspected mortar, rocket, and artillery from -King-hour minus 75 to King-hour plus 30. Boundaries and Objectives-no change; Line of Departure front lines at King-hour. 

' 
(o) ROT 24, on the left, with BLT's 3/24, 2/24, and 1/24

in line, attacked at King-hour minus 75 with orders to disengage at-
least three (3) companies from the frbnt lines during the day- By 
1525 two (2) companies were in rear of the front lines as RCT 
Reserve. The RCT made a slow advance against the enemy positions to 
its front. The right and center battalions were able to advance to 
the top of a ridge line to positions indicated on the map, Progress 
of Attack. During the period the RCT maintained contact with the 3d 
Division on the left. In the late afternoon Hill382 was completely 
secured. 

( a ) ROT 25, les,s BUT 2/23, and withßLT's 2/25, 3/25
attached, passed through RCT S5, within its present zone, at King-
hour minus" 7.5. RCT 23, then with BLT » s 1/23* 2/25, 3/25 in line 

" 

* 
from left to right and with 3/23 in reserve, continued the attack, 
holding with the battalions on its right and .center. In savage 
fighting against well-entrenched enemy and subjected to intense 
mortar fire, the BLT on the left was able to make a slight gain to 
the positions shown at the end of the period. The . reentrant, or 
pocket of enemy resistance, was isolated and, at the close of the 
period, was being contained and mopped up by two infantry companies, 
tank-s, and halftracks. Company "B!f, 2d Armored Amphibian Tractor 
Battalion-, was attached to RCT 23.

' (c) RCT 25, ,less BLT s 2/25 and 3/25, when relieved by 
RCT 23 reverted to Division Reserve

(f) 14th Marines. 2/14 was in direct support of RCT 23; 
1/14 reinforced the fires of 2/14; 3/14 was in direct support of 
RCT 24, and 4/14 was in general support. Neutralization and 
destruction fires were fired in suwort of assault units. VAC. LANFOR 
artillery reinforced the fires of the 14th Marines on call. 

The air observers fired a total of nineteen (19)
 
missions during the period, and when heavy artillery was required
 
they fired VAC LANFOR artillery in the zone of the Division* No .
 
sound ranging targets were 'reported during the "period • The total
 

¦number of missions fired was 231* 
' 
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battalion control. At the end of the period' thirty-six (36) tanks 
were operational, twelve (12) were destroyed, and eight (8) were 
damaged* 

(k) Aviation* CTG 52-3 continued to furnish air support. 
Seven (7) missions were reouested and six (6) were completed. VMO-4 
flew seven (7) day observation missions. Three (3) planes were 
operational at the end of the period. 

(i) Naval Gunfire* Elements of CTF 54 continued to sup
port .the attack. The use of Naval Gunfire was limited- because of 
the safety factors dictated by the location of the front lines. In 
order to cover the difficult terrain in the Division zone, three (3) 
VOP spot planes were employed and one (l) DD with an NLO aboard, 

closed the coast and successfully delivered direct fire into- TA's 
185, 219, 201, and 202. Gunboats fired 40mm fire in TA 185. Four 
(4) DD's and two (2) gunboats worked with units of the Division. 

' 

(j) 4th Engineer Battalion* Company "A" was attached to 
RCT 25, with the 2d and 3d. platoons attached to BLT's 2/25 and 3/25
respectively. These platoons continued mopping up operations in TA 
184. Company Headquarters and the 3d platoon removed twelve (12) . 
horn mines and one (l) terracotta mine from the roadway in TA 184 XV. 

i> 

(k) All units were ordered to consolidate at 1700 and to 
be prepared to continue the attack on 4 March, 1945* 

(l) Combat Efficiency was estimated to be 50$. 

(m) There was a slight change in the area of operations 
I

and it was believed that the Division"was now fighting in the rear 
of the highly prepared defensive area in which the operations for 
the past three (3) days had been conducted* 

(n) Weather and Visibility.- 'leather was fair and visibi
lity was good, with ceiling overcast 4/10, wind SS 15 knots. 

14. FROM 1800. 3 MAR 45 TO 1800, 4 MAR 45 (D 'PLUS 13) 

(a) The hours of darkness for this period were relatively
 
quiet. Some medium mortar fire fell on the front lines and occa
sional sniper fire harassed the troops in the front lines* Rear
 ~ 
areas were quiet. At 0355 there was an attempted infiltration in 
front of BLT 3/24, but It-was repulse-d With' no casualties. Four (4) 
DD's provided illumination during the night, but no harassing fires 
were fire-d because of- limitations imposed 
front lines. * 

¦*¦ 
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Ob) Following a VAC LANFOR artillery preparation from King-
hour minus 35 to King-hour, joined by a' Division preparation from 
King-hour minus 15 to King-hour plus 15, and Naval Gunfire from King-
hour minus 10 to King-hour, the Division continued the attack at 
King-hour, 0730, in accordance with VAC LANFOR Order No. 12-45, to 
capture 0-2, prepared to continue the attack. Formation and Boun- -daries no change. Line of Departure front lines at King-hour* 
The main effort of the attack was made on the left, resulting in 
slight gains during the morning. A second coordinated attack was 
launched e.t 1500, but this also resulted in the gain of only a few 
yards. 

'' (c.) RGT 24, on the left, with 3LT ¦s 3/24, 2/24, and 1/24
in line, from left to right attacking generally in a south-easterly 
direction in order that tho direction of attack would be parallel to 
the corridors, made only slight progress during the day. This RCT . 
was able to employ the tanks during the day against pillboxes and 
caves, and the results obtained, particularly from the flame thrower 
tank, were satisfactory. The RCT used 2200 pounds of demolition in 
blowing cave entrances and exits. At the close of the period, and 
when consolidation was ordered at 1700, this RCT had established 
contact with units on its right and left. 

' (d) RCT 23. on the right, with BLT s 1/23, 2/25, 3/25 in 
line from left to right, and with BLT 3/23 in reserve, made short 
gains in the zone of BLT 1/23 and held on the remainder of tho front. 
BLT's 2/25 and 3/25 could have advanced within their zones, but such 
an advance was not deemed advisable because it would have over

,extended the lines. The terrain in front of this RCT was the most 
difficult yet encountered; observation. was limited to only a few 
feet, -and it was impossible to- .support the attack with anything 
heavier than normal infantry weapons. Detachments of BLT 3/23 were 
employed throughout the period in reducing the area of resistance 
in TA 184 F* Upon consolidation at 1700, contact was established 
with RCT 24. BLT 2/23 remained in VAC LANFOR Reserve. 

(c) RCT 25, less BLT ls 2/2^ and 3/25, remained in Division 
Reserve. 

(f ) 14th Marines. There was no change in the assignment 
of the 14th Marines. Air' observation was hindered during the period 
because of a very low ceiling.: Twenty-o ne (21) fire missions were 
conducted for Division Artillery, and VAC LANFOR Artillery was fired 
when targets required heavy weapons. No targets were reported^ by 
sound rrnging during the period. The total number of mission"£TTlred 

?,-* I '• UliUUu^MfiLlj
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(g) 4th Tank Battalion* There were no changes in assign
ments. At the end of the period thirty-two (32) tanks were opera

¦tional, thirteen (13) damaged, and eleven ,(ll) were destroyed. 

(n ) Aviation. Air support \*as cancelled because of incle
ment ,weather. VMO-4 flew six (S) tactical observation missions at 
tho request of front line units. 

(i) Naval Gunfire. Elements of CTF 54 continued to support 
the 'attack. Throughout the day call fires were placed in TA's 185,
186, 23.9 anwl 202. Spotters generally employed ships on direct fire 
missions because of poor visibility. One (l) DD anql ono.(l) gunboat 
worked up the coast covering TA's 185 and 202 with- 40mm and 5" "fire-
A special mission was fired in TA 185 G with an OY-1 plane spotting. 
Five (s) 'direct hits were reported and the target destroyed. Two 
(2) CD's, one (l) GA, and one (l) gunboat fired for sthe Division 

' 
•throughout the day* 

(j) 4th Engineer Battalion. Company "A" was attached to 
RCT 25. The Ist platoon reverted to company control in the Division 
Reserve area.' The 2d platoon continued working on caves in TA 184 
S. The 3d platoon blew caves and removed booby traps in TA 184 X. 
Company "3" was attached to RCT 24 and Company "C" to RCT 23. 

(k) Combat Efficiency was estimated' to be 455. 
(l) Weather and Visibility. Rain and misty throughout the 

day, low overcast with visibility limited to 800 yards in rain 
saualls* 

'15. FROM 1800/ 4 MAR 45 TO 1800, ,5 MAR 45 (D PLUS 14) 

(a) During the night the zone of the Division was fairly 
quiet except in the area of RCT 24, where heavy mortar and artillery 
fire was received constantly during the hours of darkness. The 
resulting casualties were moderate* 

(b) The Division acted in accordance with VAC LANFOR 
dispatch (2(41624, which stated that except for limited adjustment of 
positions the plan was to reorganize preparatory to attacking on a 
limited front on 6 March, and that the Division would effect neces
sary reorganization by noon 5 March to have one (l) RCT, less one 
(l) battalion, available for employment on 6 March, exclusive of 
Regimental Reserve, by units in the line* The general direction of 
the proposed attack was to be eastward in the HMj^tfjzopes of 
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*^ (?) £4* on c left, remained in position and > /by 
thinning out the front lines, effected the necessary reorganisation 
to establish a strong Regimental Reserve line of three (3; companies* 
Hopping up of the rear areas was continued during the period. 

(cO ROT 25, en the right ,- with the Division Reconnaissance 
Company attached as of 0700, 5 March, relieved RCT 23 in its zone at 
0600, 5 March* This RCT also effected the necessary reorganization 
to establish a Regimental Reserve of one (l) company, and continued 
mopping up the rear areas. A Provisional Battalion composed of the 
Division Reconnaissance C omp any and C ontoan y 11Ltf , BLT 3/25, was 
organized and relieved BLT 3/23 in TA's 183 10 and 184 X

( c ) R^T 23, less BLT 2/23, assembled in Division Reserve 
in the vicinity of TAf s 1820 and 185 XL. The remainder of period 
was devoted reorganizing, and rehabilitating in pre-to reeauipping, " 

paration for the attack on 6 March/" BLT 2/23 was in VAC LANPOR 
Reserve until 1500, at which time it was relieved by BLT 1/23. 

(f) The 14th Marines continued to fire on targets of 
opportunity and executed harassing fires throughout the period. 1/14 
was in direct support of RCT 25, 2/14 direct support of RCT 23, 3/14
in direct support of RCT 24, and 4/14 in general support. Air 
observation fired a total of seventeen (17) missions during the 
period. One (l) target was reported by sound ranging, and VAC LAN
FOR Artillery war adjusted on the target. The total number of 
missions fired was 30 2• 

IfC M(g) 4th Tank Battalion. Company was attached to RCT 
23, Company !T B« to RCT 24, and Company "A" to RCT 25. .At the end 
of the period 30 tanks were operational. Company "An tanks were 
employed extensively in TA's 183 JO and 184 FK. 

(k) Aviation. CTG- 52.2 continued to support the attack. 
Units of the Division requested fire missions, of which four (4) 
were completed in TA's 185 "KG-D and 202 DEGLQ. VMO-4 flew ten (10). 
.tactical observation missions; one (l) pilot was wounded and evac
uated, and four (4) planes were operational at the end of the period,. 

\. 

(i) Naval Gunfire* Elements of CTF 54 fired call fire 
missions throughout the day. Two (2) DD's, one (l) CA and, one (l) 
LCS were employed "by the Division. . 

(j) 2d Armored Amphibian Tractor Battalion* Company ffß" 
was attached to RCT 25. This company

' 
patrolled the' beach areas 

north of the location "of BLT 3/25 and fi 
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00 4th Engineer Battalion- Company "A11 , attached to RCT 
25, continued roecL work' in the RCT rear area. The 2d and 3d -ola-. 
toons, attached to 3LT s 2/25 and 3/25 respectively/ took up defen
sive positions and supervised the laying of an anti-personnel mine 
field in front of these positions. Company "A", attached to RCT 24, 
ifas .inactive during the day. Company "C", attached to RCT 23, was 
in the rest area with that RCT. 

(l) Combat Efficiency was estimated to be 455. ' The reor
ganization directed by VAC LANFOR was completed by 1200. and the 
"Division >*p.;s prepared to continue the attack on 6 Harch. 

(m) Weather and Visibility. Occasional showers during the 
night. Daylight period was fair with visibility good, ceiling over
cast 2/10 to 5/10. 

16. FROM 1800, 5 MAR 45 TO 1800. 6 KAH 45 (D PLUS 15) 

(a) The night was relatively quiet except for mortar and 
small arms fire along the front. of RCT 24 and an attempted infil
tration in this area." \ 

(b) One (l) LCS fired harassing fires along the coast in 
TA 185 throughout the night. Illumination wps provided by elements 
of CTF 54. 

(c) Following a coordinated artillery preparation by 
twelve (12) artillery battalions (three (3) from the 5d Ilarine Divi
sion, three (3) fromthe sth Marine Division, four (4) from the 4th 
Marine Division, and two (2) from VAC LANFOR) reinforced by Naval 
Gunfire, from King-hour plus 45 to. King-hour plus 81, the Division 
continued the attack at King-hour plus 60, King-hour being 0800, in 

*accordance with VAC LANFOR Order No. 13-45, to .capture the high 
ground in the left of the zone of action and that portion of 0-3 
within zone- For boundaries, zone of action, line of departure, and-
objectives, see map Progress of Attack. • 

(d)( d) RCT 23 , less BLT 1/23, moved into position -orior to 
0600, relieved BLT 3/24 in its zone with BLT 2/23 and attacked in 
column of battalions at King-hour plus 60, to seize the high ground 
in its zone* See the map, Progress of Attack. In extremely bitter 
fighting against caves, pillboxes, and emplacements in rugged" '3
terrain, this RCT advanced approximately 100 yards except ofr i#Jgj 
extreme left where no gain was made. Upon consolidation fof^Cfeo) 

' 

night at 1700, f^gfp^ ep&sted between the left and the 3d Div^s£flctt, 
but firm.. cpnss:si :wd%^S.e and maintained by RCT 23 before da£|GZ&jb
o?£fl'BLT*l/23 moved*l#o TA 182 VW as VAC LANFOR Reserve. SSF* 

" 
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(c) RCT 24, less BLT 3/24, and with BLT .2/24 on the left 
and BLT 1/24 on the right, attacked at King-hour plus 60 in conjunc
tion with RCT 23. Against opposition similar to that of RCT 23, RCT 
24 moved forward to conform to the advance of RCT 23- Upon consoli
dation for the night at 1700, contact with RCT 23 was made and main
tained. at 0630 in TA's 182BLT 3/24 reverted to Division Reserve 
0 and 183 XL when it was relieved by BLT 2/23- See the map 
Progress -of Attack* 

(f) RCT 25, on the right, with the Division Reconnaissance 
Company attached and. with BLT's 1/25, 2/25, and 3/25 in line from 
left to right, held in position on the right and center and assisted 
the attack of RCT ls 23 and 24 by fire, prepared ,to conform to the 
advance of RCT 24- This RCT employed the Division Reconnaissance 
Gompany and elements of the Combat Team to mop up in TA 184 FK. RCT 
consolidated for the night and maintained contact with RCT 24 • 

(g) 14th Marines* Allbattalions fired a coordinated pre
paration for VAC LANFOR from King-hour minus 10 to King-hour plus 21 
in the zones of the 3d and sth Divisions and from King-hour plus 45 
to King-hour plus 81 in the 4th Division zone- VAC LANFOR Artillery 
reinforced fires on call. 1/14 wps in direct support of RCT 25, 2A4 
with RCT 23, 3/14 with RCT 24, and 4/14 was in general support. Air 
observation fired a total of twenty (20 ) fire missions during the 
period. Sound ranging reported and adjusted fire on two (2) 
missions. The total number of missions fired was 472

(h) 4th Tank Battalion. Four (4) tanks were employed in 
the zone of RCT 23 and a .flame thrower tank assisted in the mopping 
up operations in the rear areas of RCT 25. At the end of the period 
thirty-five (35) tanks were operational, eleven (ll) were destroyed, 
and eight (8) were damaged. 

(i) Aviation. CTG- 52-2 continued to furnish air support-. 
' 

Three (3) missions were requested by the Division in TA 185 and all 
were executed. VKO-4 flew one (l) night and seven (7)' day observa
tion1 missions. Five (5) planes were operational at the end of the 
period. Enemy AA was active throughout the day-

U) Naval Gunfire. Three (3)"DD's, one (l) CA, and one 
(l)LCS provided naval gunfire support for the attack. Preparation 
fires were fired from . King-hour ;minus 10 to King-hour plus 45 at .a 
reduced rate, and from King-hour plus 45 to King-hour plus 81, with" 
fires increased. One (l) Havel Gunfire Spotter was Placed aboard 
a DD and controlled direct fires against located targets along the 

¦east coast* ¦¦•¦....._¦ , . . ,v k , ? # 
,
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(k) 4th Engineer Battalion had no change in its assignment. 

(l) Combat £fficiency. reduced by excessive casualties 
among experienced leaders, was; estimated to be 455.

(m) Weather and Visibility* The weather was fair and 
visibility was good- There was a slight haze with ceiling overcast
2/10 to 4/10. 

17 ' FROM 1800. 6 MAR 45 TO 1800. 7 MAR 45 (D PLUS 16 
,tH 

(a) Activity during the night was sporadic but costly. At 
2130 several enemy mortar shells fell in the lines of BLT 2/23, 
wounding approximately thirty (30) men- At 2210 enemy were reported 
moving in front of BLT 3/25; artillery fire was requested and the 
formation or gathering was dispersed. At 2250 BLT l/24 reported 
that up to that time it had had its quietest night on the line. 
During the night forty (40) to fifty (50) of the enemy came into the 
foxholes occupied by elements of BLT 1/25 and' in the ensuing melee 
one (l).officer, twelve (12) enlisted Marines, and an estimated 
fifty (50) Japanese were killed* At 0515 a rocket fell into the CP 
of BLT. 2/23 killingone (l) and wounding five (5) men. The BLT 
coramancijer was badly shaken up and was relieved by the Executive 
Officer, of RCT 23. This interruption necessitated a thirty (30) 
minute delay in meeting King-hour- The Division rear areas were 
quiet* Illumination only was fired during the night. 

(b) The Division continued the attack at King-hour -olus 
30, King-hour being 0730, in accordance with VAC LANFOR Order" No. 
14-45, without a preliminary artillery or naval gunfire preparation, 
to complete missions assigned on the previous day. Formation and 
boundaries no change; line of departure front lines at King-hour. 

t°) RCT 25, less BLT 1/23 , making the main effort for the 
Division, attacked within its zone, advancing slowly during the 
morningj. At 1230, following a five (5) minute preparation, the 
attack was continued and resulted in substantial gains, particularly 
on the extreme left. BLT 1/23 continued in VAC LANFOR Reserve- Upon 
consolidation for the night at 1700, contact was established and 
maintained with the 3d Division. 

(cO RCT 24, less BLT 3/24, in the center, with 2/24 and 
1/24 in line left to right, continued the attack against heavy 
opposition, particularly on the right where intense machine gun and 
mortar fire stopped all advance. At 1245, following a' five (5) 
minute preparation, the attack was continued. At 1700, when con
solidation was ordered, this RCT had advanqflHHKEM|r'^:yi lp
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-positions' .shown on the map Progress of Attack and had made firm 
contact with RCT 23. : During the morning when Company "C" was re
lieving Company "BtJ, a heavy mortar shell landed in. the CP, killing 
the Company Commander and six (6) men of Company "C'f. BLT 3/24
continued in Division Reserve. 

(c) RCT 25, plus Division Reconnaissance Company, with 
BLT's 1/25, 2/25, and 3/25 in,line from left to right, maintained 
contact with BLT 1/24 but was unable to advance because of the 
murderous fire coming from the -front of BLT 1/24; as a result of 
this fire no gains were made by the RCT during the period-. Mopping 
up operations in the rear areas continued' 

¦it) 14th Marines* From 0800 to 0830 the Regiment fired 
neutralization fires on all known enemy mortar and artillery posi
tions. At 1225 VAC LAHFOR and the 14th Marines fired a five (5) 
minute coordinated preparation on the front to RCT 23; at 1240 the 
same preparation wps fired for ftCT 24* There were no changes in the 
assignment of support 

'
battalldns. Air observation fired a total of 

sixteen (16) missions, VAC LAHFGR artillery being fired when targets
required heavy artillery. Sound hanging adjusted three (3) VAC LAN
FOR artillery missions- The total number of missions fired was 159. 

(g) 4th Tank Battalion* There were no changes in assign
ments. Tanks assisted and supported the attack of RCT 23, especi
ally in 'the center of the RCT zone; hoitfever/. the terrain prevented 
the operation of the tanks except in restricted localities- RCT 25 
continued to operate flame thrower and other, tanks against concrete 
blockhouses and caves in the vicinity of TA 184 FK. At tho end of 
the period thirty-four (34) tanks were, operational, eight (8) 
damaged-, and twelve (12) were destroyed. 

(h) Aviation. CTG 52.2 continued toffurnish air support. 
Five (5) missions were reauested by .the Division; three (3) were 
completed and two (2) Were cancelled- All air support was cancelled 
at 1510 because of bad weather- VMO-4 flew one (l) weather and five 
(5) tactical observation missions. At the end of the i?eriod 

:'
five 

(5) planes were operational. 

(i) Naval G-unfire. The Division was supported' by four (4) 
DD's and one (l) I>CS. A concentration' was fired on known targets 
from ICing-hour to King plus 30. Allunits itfere available for call 
fires during the day. Two (2) VOF spot planes were employed with 
the fire support ships; one (l) DD working with air spot reported 
eight (8) artillery or mortar positions were destroyed in TA 185 XL 
and six (6) guns were knocked out in TA's 185 AaM 202 TJ. A naval 
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gunfire spotter aboard a DS spot tte<s- fires along the coast* 
>. •¦ ¦ .". T 

(J ) 4th feiglneey Battalion* There 
' 

wer£ no change s in 
as sigriments. Allunits- orted :the ir re spe ctpre BCST !s "by execu
ting demolitions work, mine removal , and road repair

(k) Combat -EffiorencY was reduced to an .estimated 45$ 

¦• (l) Weather^and Tislbility. The weather was warm, but 
visibilityrwas poor. There Were pccasionai showers with overcast* 

¦¦'¦• '•-'oeiliiag- Ijflsilted, ?̂at t ime s io, 3QO -feet ¦•-.;• 

18. FROM -1800. 7 MAR 46>!?d .^.BOO. 8 MAR 45 (D PLUS 17) 

(a) Activity;alon:gthel^ront lines forths night consisted 
mainly of small and large, mortar fIra and small 'arms fi3?e* Or&n£i<-

' 

ally the night was qu'letjvp'ompared to previous nl^its* -Some enemy 
mortar shells fell in the. lines.-pt BLT 1/24 and on the front of^RCT 
25. relieving 'BLT 2/24 in-At 0300 BLT 3/24 waS-'^leaied? tcr&CT 24, 
the line at 0530. RCT 2;^^©p<fxrte4 i'hat the enemy attempted a with
drawal during the ni^ti.t that a considerable number of them were, 
killed.. BLT 2/24 reverted to Ulvision> Re serve in TA's 182 0 and' 
183 XL. Only illumination :v/er: v/erf

' fired during the ;nl-ght* -.• 

(b) Following; .a ,co6rdinate^ ;preparation in Successive -coh
centrations reinforced by VAC LAKFOII:Artillery and naval gunfire from 
King-hpur minus 90" to King-hour minus 60, the Division resumed the 
attack at- King-hour 90, King-hour being 0750, making the main 
effort, in the cent &?% in accordance with VAC LANFOR Order No. 15-45, 
to assist in the 

;r
c.apture of the remainder of. the- Island* Formation-and boundaries nb" change; Line of Departure front lines at King-


¦hour. . . 
¦*. 

.-¦.,. (c) RCT 25 1 less BLT.1/23, bn the right, attacking in 
column, of battalions, BLT 2/23 in the line> jumped off on time., 
A&vaiicing' Initially vagainst li^it,resistance, soori stiffened 
to normal, considerable gain was made, in.the center of the zone- The 
enetay was apparently confused T^y--the* early morning attack. Resist
ance by the enemy in this area was relatively less than -that 
experienced on . When th^s RCT consolithe remainder '"of the front.:
dated for the night 'at 1640, oontjaot was established ow 

•
the right 

and left.. BLT 1/23- continued, .in VACVLANFOR Reserve. . 

¦?;¦¦¦ (d) RCT 24, less BLT 2/24,' in the center, with BLT's 3/24 
on the left and 1/24 on the rigjit, continued the "^attack at King-hour 
minus . 9p v Having it's main .effort on the left, this RCT was able to 
make only ;gains , generally in; the . cent er ,-against an enemy

' — — 
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